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Abstract 
Interorganizational information systems (IOSs) are information systems for use between 
organizations. This research is aimed at the opportunities (for Océ) in this field, but is limited to 
IOSs between buyers and suppliers in the operational purchasing activities. Several possibilities 
for lOS use in this area are illustrated. Basedon literature study and benchmarking, a suitability 
model is constructed which indicates the suitability of a certain IOS. Opportunities for Océ are 
indicated based on the findings. 
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Management Summary 
This management summary holds the findings from the research applied to the Océ situation. In 
chapter five of the regular text, more background information can be found. 

INTRODUCTION 
For decades, information technology has provided opportunities to make business processes more 
efficient. For a long time, these were "just" internal business processes. Gradually, more and 
more interest was found for interorganizational processes. The information systems that are used 
for these interorganizational processes are called interorganizational information systems, or 
lOSs. 

For many years, electronic data interchange (EDl) was the only system for automating transaction 
processes. Although EDl was, and is, popular insome environments, it never reached a very high 
adoption rate. This is because of the lack of standards and huge implementation effort. With the 
internet, EDI is becoming less expensive and new forms of lOS are appearing. This makes 
electronic communication also possible for the smalland medium sized enterprises (SMEs). 

Basically, there are two kinds of processes where lOS can be of great importance. These are the (r) 
transaction execution processes (e.g. ordering, expediting and invoicing) and (2) information 
sharing. There are integrated (EDl , RosettaNet') and semi-integrated (e-invoicing, web portal) 
solutions for the transaction execution processes. For information sharing, it was found that semi
integrated solutions are most suitable. 

Why would we want to adopt lOS? Throughout this report, and specifically in chapter 3, 
numerous benefits of electronic communication between buyer and supplier are mentioned. The 
most important direct benefits are increased operational efficiency and the removal of manual 
work resulting in faster process cycles with fewer errors. As a result, cash flow can be improved, 
inventory levels can be reduced and the partner relationship grows stronger with increased 
information sharing. However, it was also found that electronic communication alone is only able 
to do so much for these ultimate goals. Real and structural benefits can be achieved when 
leveraging the electronic communication with process changes. 

' RosettaNet is described in paragraph 3.5.2 and is a standarde-business framework, mainly for high-tech 
industries, which is applicable for Océ. Flextronics and Celestica are examples of suppliers whoare memher 
of RosettaN et. 
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lOS AND THE PURCHASING SITUATION 
Besides the nature of the processes being transactional or informative, it was found that the 
specific purchasing context determines if a certain type of interorganizational system (lOS) is 
suitable. A strong determinant of the purchasing context is the balance of power, which can be 
illustrated by combining supplier and customer portfolio models. 

The green colour can be seen as the situations where Océ is of great interest to the supplier 
(balance of power equal or in favour of Océ). These situations are the first and easiest to deploy 
lOS. You can expect from the supplier a certain effort to workon the relationship and therefore 
also try to imprave communication by using lOS. This does not mean that lOS use with the 
yellow and red coloured suppliers is not possible; in these cases suppliers have more input (and 
hopefully their own thoughts) of using electronic communication methods . The main thing is to 
keep informing and keep being informed a bout this issuewithall suppliers. 

Besides the balance of power between Océ and its suppliers , two other aspects were found to be 
very important. First, the transaction volume with a certain supplier is important since integrated 
solutions (Océ backend system connected with supplier backend system) require an investment 
which needs to be paid back with the cost benefits of the system. Therefore a long-term 
relationship can become necessary to justify the investment (see Appendix F). Obviously, the 
technical capabilities (and lOS experiences) of the supplier are important as well for these 
integrated solutions. This gives an indication whether the (r) supplier is willing and capable of 
implementing integrated electronic communication and (2) if the integrated lOS is technically 
possible at all. 

In chapter 5, an lOS suitability model is introduced (therefore, for more information we refer to 
that chapter). This model includes the aforementioned aspects and it is indicated which type of 
lOS is suitable for which case. Below, the lOS types are described shortly. 

• EDI: two-way integrated information system requiring one-on-one implementation effort 
for each connection. 

• RosettaNet: two-way (XML based) integrated e-business standard developed for high-tech 
industry which can be enforced by web applications. 

• Web Portal: buyer-side integrated lOS that only requires the supplier to use a web browser 
for transactions. 

• E-invoicing: third-party lOS to receive and translate any supplier invoice format into 
required invoice format. 

• Supplier's lOS: integrated or non-integrated lOS that is suggested by the supplier 
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lntegrated lOS lntegrated 
(EDI I (Supplier's) lOS 

High 

RosettaNet I 
Web portal I 

D 
High transaction 

Techn ical e-invoicing volume 
capab il ities 

supplier 

D 
Low transact ion 

Web Portal I Manually volume 
e-invoicing 

Low 

Buyer ~ Balance of power -7 Supplier 

The figure below describes the suitability model for IOS. EDI is suitable in cases with a high 
transaction volume. Why? EDI currently requires an investment of about € 15.ooo for each 
implementation (we refer to Appendix F for more details). On a long enough time frame, this 
investment will be justified eventually (since each new transaction saves money compared with 
the old transaction) . However, due to the uncertainties in the market and supplier relations, the 
payback period of such an investment should not exceed the expected supplier relation. Therefore, 
a high transaction volume is also concerned with the (expected) length of the relation between 
Océ and the supplier. Probably no more than 5- 10 suppliers are suitable for using EDI. Here, the 
other two dimensions in the model, balance of power and technica! capabilities should betaken 
into account; the supplier should be willing and able to participate in such an lOS. 

In genera!, Océ's transaction volume with its suppliers is not very high (compared to, e.g. the 
automotive manufacturers) . Therefore, one particular interesting issue is the RosettaNet standard, 
which is also a two-way integrated IOS. By exploring the suppliers' capabilities, it will become 
clear whether (and when) or not implementing RosettaNet standards (PIPs) is worth considering. 

Two great opportunities for Océ are in e-invoicing and web based portaL E-invoicing is a form of 
IOS where an expert third party translates the invoices sent by suppliers into the required Océ 
format for automatic processing and therefore reducing transaction costs. The implementation is 
clearly different from EDI-like solutions since this is a one time setup between Océ and the third 
party. Connecting suppliers with such a system is done by the third party and requires little or no 
effort on the Océ side of the lOS. 

A web portal is a buyer-side integrated IOS that is very useful in cases where suppliers have low 
technica! capabilities and transaction volume is not high enough to justify implementing a two-
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way-integrated salution (such as EDI). A portal salution requires no changes (on hardware and 
software) for the supplier; it only requires them to use a web browser to transact directly with 
Océ's internal system. This reduces transaction costs by removing double data entry, errors and 
paper. This type of lOS is a direct opportunity for Océ when the new SAP system will be 
implemented next year. The new system provides the opportunities to use a buyer-side integrated 
lOS since it focuses more on the web applications compared to the current system. 

Lastly, when the balance of power is clearly in favour of the supplier, a supplier suggested lOS is 
an opportunity to yield benefits similar to the buyer suggested forms of lOS. The table below 
summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the suggested forms of lOS. 

Form of lOS Pro Con 

EOI • Reduced transaction costs (removal • Requires one-on-one 

of manual handling on both sides & implementation effort with each new 

less data entry errors); partner; 

• lmproved cash flow (faster • Adoption is probiernatie for SMEs . 

processing & exchange of 

information); 

• Reduced inventory levels (shorter 

order cycle & reduced ordering 

costs); 

• Higher information quality . 

RosettaNet • See EDI; • RosettaNet standard not (yet) 

• One-time setup of PIPs in considered by everyone as the B2B 

organization which can be used for standard; 

all RosettaNet partners; • Back-end processes should be 

• Possibilities of expansion of PIPs in mapped with PIPs; 

other processes. • Still difficult forSMEs to adopt. 

E-invoicing (3 'd • Reduced transaction costs (removal • Dependency on third party; 
party) of paper invoices); 

• One-time setup; 

• High flexibility; 

• Expert 3'd party . 

Web Portal • Reduced transaction costs: removal • Internat back-end system "open" via 

of double data entry, errors and the web; 
paper; 

• High flexibility; 

• Suppliers don't need changes on 

their side. 
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PROCESS CHANGES 
Since leveraging IOSs with process changescan increase the benefits from such a system, we will 
discuss the opportunities for Océ in process changes. Currently, only single orders and incoming 
invoices on these orders are smooth enough to be adopted in the EDI process. We have seen that 
greater benefits can be accomplished, especially by automating invoice handling on delivery 
schedules , but then this ordering process should be revised. 

One of the options is to use a blanket purchase order (PO). A blanket PO is used to book 
incoming invoices. This option might be suitable for suppliers where there exists a high level of 
trust and for products that are purchased on a regular basis. However, from the interviews it 
became clear that using blanket POs requires shortening the period that is used today for delivery 
schedules. This is necessary (at least for now) because any discrepancies can build upon each 
other and shortening the period for the agreement would increase the visibility in these 
discrepancies enormously. This is also due to the fact that there is a decrease in controL 

Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) should be investigated in further detail, especially from a 
logistics perspective, but from a purchasing perspective we can argue the following. It is possible 
to remove most of the transactions between Océ and the supplier and still reduce inventory levels 
at both the supplier and Océ. To be able to do this, it is noteven necessary to implement "heavy" 
solutions as EDI or RosettaNet, but semi-integrated solutions as a web portal will suffice (see also 
paragraph 3-3). There are some important requirements for VMI. The availability of accurate 
information on inventory as well as demand is the most important requirement. For a supplier to 
actually yield benefits from VMI, and therefore to be interested, the percentage of its business 
through VMI should be considerable. 

Self billing is a method for invoicing which is generally used in combination with VMI (and 
consignment) . Using selfbilling will allow Océ tosend a credit note to the supplier, which makes 
the matching of payments with goods ordered and received a lot easier. Océ would not be 
depending on the invoice sent by the supplier. However, one should be aware that it is necessary 
to have good price agreements with the supplier and these prices should be relatively stable. 
Obviously, this form of invoicing is of particular value in cases where the amount of goods 
received is highly volatile and where partial deliveries are very common. 

Sharing information was found to be a best practice without the restrictions that the transaction 
execution IOSs have. Semi-automated systems are suitable for information sharing and since this 
is one directional communication, there are few restrictions to actually deploy such a function. 
There are however, things to keep in mind, but these seem trivial; one should be aware of 
information overload and for wrong information, since this might work contrary to what it is 
meant for: providing (selected) suppliers with information to strearnline the supply process. 
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SUPPLIER PORTAL 
In fact, a start has already been made in the form of an Océ Supplier PortaL One of the main 
characteristics of a portal solution is that there is one clear channel for communication with 
suppliers. Ideally, all communication with suppliers goes through the same channel, but this is 
simply not possible to realise for one hundred percent2

• Paragraph 6-3 will go into further detail 
on the implementation of the Océ Supplier PortaL Note that performance scores in the SAP 
system are relatively stable in the sense that they are being updated only once a month. 

lt is generally agreed that the introduetion of the supplier portal as main communication channel 
towards the suppliers is just the first step towards information sharing and possible transaction 
execution as welL With the implementation of the new SAP system next year, a web portal 
solution creates great opportunities for Océ in information sharing as well as in transaction 
execution. 

TRENDS 
Transaction volume and technica! capabilities are issues that need to be overcome in the future. 
Trends in lOS are dealing with these two issues. The development of e-business standards (one 
example is RosettaNet) that are globally and cross-industry make transaction volume less 
important or not important at all, since this standard is used by everybody. This is an area to 
continuously have in mind, but a solution is not expected in the near future. Another (and also 
related) issue is the use of web based systems (in house or 3rd party) which lessen the need for 
technica! capable suppliers. This is a direct opportunity to yield the benefits of IOSs for 
companies like Océ. 

CONCLUSION 
There are great opportumtles for Océ regarding electronk communication with suppliers. 
Integrated solutions as EDI were found to have important benefits as improved transaction 
efficiency but also improved cash flow and reduced inventory. However, most importantly, lOS 
systems (like EDI) were found to be an enabler of process improvement. 

We have identified Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI), Blanket PO and self-billing as the main 
process changes which leverage electronk communication with suppliers. From a purchasing 
perspective, VMI reduces the transactions in the supply chain by shifting the control of 
praeurement towards the supplier. Note that VMI should be investigated in further detail with a 
logistics perspective, especially to research the effects on the bullwhip effect and inventory levels. 

U sing a blanket PO is another option to streamline the transactions between Océ and its 
suppliers. lt was found that the current ordering method (based on delivery schedules) is not 
directly suitable for automation. A blanket PO eases this process by removing the strict matching 
of invoices to delivery schedules (which is probiernatie at this point due to misaligned contracts, 
see paragraph 2-3-3 for further details). Consequently, by strearnlining this process, possibilities 
for electronk invoice handling will arise. 

2 Other channels, as e-mail, phone and face-to-face will be also be used for communications, and are 
actually preferabie in certain situations, e.g. problem solving. 
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With self-billing, where no invoice is received from a supplier, Océ will determine and create the 
contents of the invoice. This eases the accounts payable processes by removing the dependenee on 
the received invoice for the three-way-match. Prerequisites for this method of invoicing are that 
there are very strong price agreements and trust between Océ and the supplier. 

The Océ purchasing context does not allow a high adoption ra te of EDI linkages (at this time) with 
suppliers. This is due to the fact that EDI requires high transaction volume, high technica! 
capabilities from suppliers and such a balance of power in the relationship that an 
implementation is suitable for both parties. Other forms of lOS provide great opportunities for 
Océ as well. E-invoicing is a form of IOS where an expert third party is involved by translating 
incoming supplier invoices into a format that suits the Océ needs. In contrast to EDI , e-invoicing 
only requires a one-time implementation, where the third party will take care of the deployment 
of the supplier linkages. 

Probably the greatest opportunity in electronk communication for Océ is the use of a buyer-side 
web portaL Such a portal is suitable for the transaction with suppliers (expediting, invoicing) as 
well as information sharing, such as inventory levels and demand forecasts. A start with such a 
system has already been made in the form of a supplier portal, which was received very positively, 
both intemally as extemally. The new SAP system which is scheduled for implementation next 
year will boost the opportunities for web based portal solutions since this new ERP system has a 
strong focus on web based solutions. 

Another opportunity is in the RosettaNet e-business standard for high-tech companies. 
RosettaNet specifies almost everything (process, message and transport infrastructure) for the 
transactions between a buyer and a supplier and therefore does not require the one-on-one 
implementation that EDI systems need. In short, if a company uses a certain RosettaNet standard 
(in the form of RosettaNet PIPs) it can communicate with every other company that has 
implemented the same PIPs. However, as with many standardizing efforts in B2B 
communication, the question rises if this is the right horse to bet on. It is recommended to 
continuously monitor the developments in this area, especially since RosettaNet has already 
proved that it can be of enormous value. 

To conclude this management summary we note that the different types of lOS and process 
changes do not exclude each other. The challenge is to achieve a good fit between the options and 
the purchasing situation. A differentiated supply base requires a differentiated IOS strategy. This 
report tries to shed light onto the considerations regarding this challenge. 
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1 Introduetion 
In this chapter the project is explained with respect to the context in which it was carried out. In 
order to do this, a short introduetion on the history and company profile of Océ is given. The second 
paragraph shortly describes the field of research and in paragraph 1.3 the research goal is explained. 
In paragraph 1.4 the research model is described, which informs about the research methods used. 
After the final scoping of the project in paragraph 1.5, the report structure is explained in the sixth 
paragraph. 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO OCÉ 

The roots of what Océ is today lie with Lodewijk van der Grinten (18}1-1895). He was a pharmacist 
who started his research in butter colouring in 1871. This product, for the colouring of butter and 
margarine, had a large-scale production line in 1877, which marked the start of a successful 
history. In 1930 Louis and Karel van der Grinten had invented a process for a copier system, 
which was introduced in the market under the name Océ. The name Océ is an abbreviation of 
"ohne Componente", or without components. Three generations of the Van der Grinten family 
laid the basis for today's Océ. With the flotation in 1958 shortly after the reeruitment of Jan van 
Susante as the first non-family memberin top management, the family character of the company 
faded. In 1996 the last Van der Grinten left the firm and therefore, in 1997 Océ Van der Grinten 
became Océ N.V. Now, Océ is active in eighty countries, with direct sales and service 
organizations in some thirty countries. Océ headquarters is located in Venlo, where also the 
largest part of the research, production and marketing is concentrated. In 2005, Océ employs 
about 24.000 people, has a total revenues of~ 2.7 billion and a net profit of~ 79 million. [Océ 
website] 

Océ N.V. has three major divisions, the operating companies, the group departments and the 
product creation eentres (research and manufacturing facilities). Since this project is situated at 
Océ Technologies B.V. Venlo, the perspective from this product creation centreis taken. 

The operating companies (or Opco's) are the sales and service organization of Océ. The group 
departments are responsible for the product portfolio. There are two strategie business units, wide 
format printing systems (WFPS) and digital document systems (DDS). WFPS offers large format 
printers , scanners, supplies and service for printing and reproducing large drawings. The target 
market of DDS is the commercial document management. Imaging supplies and business 
services are the related business groups. 
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Océ-Technologies B.V. is the product creation centre in Venlo, which is build up out of 
manufacturing and logistics (M&L Venlo) , research and development (R&D Venlo) and the Venlo 
board. M&L Venlo (Figure I-I) has three main parts , M&L Consumables, M&L Machines, and 
Logistics. The project is done in purchasing of M&L Venlo, specifically for the machines 
department Purchasing machines is concerned with the steering of interactions between internal 
stakeholders and suppliers, and the development of a global competitive supply base with high 
added value. 

M&L 
Venlo 

Logistics 
I 

Purchasing 

I I 
M&L M&L M&L 

Consumables Machines Logistics 

Figure 1-1 : Océ M~L Venlo- Organizational structure 

Océ wants to work with high-quality suppliers and contract out work tostrong partners leading to 
the relocation of assembly activities to Central Europe and (outsourcing to) the Far East This 
should help Océ to increase their position in growth markets (e.g. printing-on-demand, business 
services and display graphics) . Coordination and cooperation of the supply base by using 
information technology is an important aspect in the efforts to imprave the purchasing processes. 

Compared withits competitors , Océ is a relative small player in the market However, Océ holds 
leading positions is some of the sub-markets of corporate printing. This is why Océ needs to have 
a continuous strong focus on the areas where it can yield most successes by exploiting its 
capabilities. 

Océ develops its basic technologies and most of its products concepts in own R&D facilities. In all 
cases this involves searching for ways of providing specific solutions for each customer's current 
and future needs . The desire and the ability to develop totally new conceptstomeet theseneedsis 
the souree of the campany's broad and unique technology base. Océ's innovative capabilities are 
also enhanced and strengthened through alliances with strategie partners and through 
cooperation with co-developers and OEMs for machines in the high, medium and low volume 
segments. [Océ website] 

2 
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1.2 FIELD OF RESEARCH 

Efficient communication between Océ and its suppliers can help improve the purchasing process 
and related activities. Especially the use of information technology to automate aspects of the 
transachons and information exchange can result in substantial improvements. The project 
researches the opportunities for Océ in this field. This leads to the research assignment: 

Identify the opportunities Jor Océ regarding electronic communication with product related suppliers in 
the regular production phase. 

In order to identify the opportunities in the field of electtonic communication with suppliers, the 
current situation is reviewed and compared with best practice. Determining best practice is nota 
trivial task since there is not one optimal situation. We will show that, depending on the 
purchasing situation, certain types of electtonic communication are preferred over others. 

1.3 RESEARCH GOAL 

Purchasing strategy may vary over the range of products that are purchased. An example is that 
for products where supply risk is high, the strategy is based on the reduction of that risk. Products 
where the prices are relatively low (and have a high transaction frequency) are typical for a sttategy 
that is aimed at the removal of purchasing costs as invoice handling. Electronic communication 
methods can to higher or lesser degree conttibute to these strategies. This research is based on 
exactly that issue. Therefore, we can extract the main goal of the project: 

Develop a Jramework or model that can determine which method of electronic communication is suitable 
Jor a certain purchasing situation. 

In addition, the resulting findings are to be applied for the Océ situation. This should lead to an 
identification of opportunities in the area of electronic communication with its suppliers. 
Therefore, a second goal is to: 

Identify the opportunities Jor Océ regarding electron ie communication with its suppliers. 

3 
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1.4 RESEARCH MODEL 

This paragraph describes how to reach the research goal. The suitability of electtonic 
communication methods fora certain purchasing situation or strategy can be determined by two 
supplementing perspectives. The frrst is to fit the business process characteristics to the electtonic 
communication characteristics. However, this alone is not enough, since this does not include the 
aforementioned purchasing situation or supplier relation characteristics. Therefore, a second 
perspective that fits the purchasing situation with the electronic communication characteristics 
should be considered as well. 

Hence, we are looking for the answers to the questions: 
• What are the relevant characteristics of the purchasing processes when determining the 

(characteristics of the) electronic communication method? 

• What are the relevant characteristics of the purchasing situation when determining the 
(characteristics of the) electronic communication method? 

• How do these characteristics determine the (characteristics of the) electronic communication 
method? 

The two perspectives (and the first two questions above) that need to be investigated are indicated 
in the model below (Figure 1-2) as A and B. Relevant data was collected by doing interviews at 
Océ, two other (but similar) companies and literature study. 

' 
Processes Electron ie Purchasing 

communication situation 

~ 
A 

~ 
B 

~ 
Characteristics Characteristics Characteristics 

Figure 1-2: Basic model for design 
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In the following picture (Figure 1-3) the stages and activities of the project are illustrated. A short 
description of the activities is given. 

Odenfation A na lysis Design Execution Evaluation 

Figure 1-y Research stages and activities 

The orientation stage consists of doing interviews and desk research on Océ specific processes 
and purchasing situation. Also, external orientation is done by benchmarking activities and 
literature study on information systems in buyer-supplier communication processes. Some 
general findings are already described in the first paragraphs of this chapter. 

The analysis stage is concerned with the structuring and elaboration of the findings in the 
orientation stage. This would then result in the current (or as-is) situation of Océ, and best 
practices that were found. Note that the term best practice is nota genericterm as we have already 
mentioned that best practices are situation dependent 

In the design stage, the results of the analysis stage are combined and relevant decision criteria 
are extracted together with the options of electronk communication. The decision criteria are 
properties or characteristics of processes, electronk communication and the purchasing situation. 

The execution and evaluation stages are then concerned with the application of the results of the 
design stage and to formulate generic and Océ specific conclusions and recommendations. 

1.5 RESEARCH SCOPE 

The research will focus on the direct or product related materials purchasing activities in the 
operational phase. Non-product related (NPR) materials, such as office supplies and investments 
are outside the scope of the project as well as collaborative design initiatives and supplier selection 
during pre-production. However, electronk collaboration solutions might develop from the more 
operational and earlier implemented solutions (Holland, 1995). 

All purchasing (related) processes in the operational phase where electronk communication can 
add significant value, such as request for quotation, ordering, expediting, invoice handling, quality 
assurance and supplier assessment, are considered. 

5 
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1.6 REPORT STRUCTURE 

As stated before, the processes are chosen that take place in the operational phase of purchasing, 
such as ordering and performance data communication. While these processes can all be 
characterized as being "operational" in nature, they also have distinct characteristics (relevant for 
matching them with electronic communication solutions). Examples of such characteristics are 
interactivity and complexity of data. The characteristics are determined in several ways , resulting 
from the interviews, from literature and from brainstorming sessions. Chapter two discusses 
these business processes and their characteristics in more detail. 

For these processes several types of electronic communication or interorganizational systems 
(IOSs) exist. Chapter three is concerned with the description of the electronic communication 
methods or IOSs. These IOSs were found in literature and in practice, including two benchmark 
visits at high-tech companies. 

The purchasing situation has characteristics related to the relationship with the supplier. These 
are important to consider, since for some products or suppliers the investment would simply be 
not worth it. To illustrate, if we have an ordering process for which an EDI salution would yield 
many benefits, these should outweigh the costs of implementing the solution. Moreover, if there 
is no long term perspective with a certain supplier, fewer efforts (from both sides) are to be 
expected. In chapter four, the relevant purchasing context characteristics are elaborated upon. 

Chapter five will then describe the design of the model that is used to determine the suitability of 
electtonic communication, by combining the findings from chapters two, three and four. In 
chapter six the Océ situation is applied in the model. Finally, in chapter seven, conclusions and 
some recommendations are given that follow from the modeland its application. Figure r-4 below 
gives an overview of the report structure. 

Chapter 2 

Processes 

Chapter 5 ____. Chapter 7 

Chapter 3 Design Cond usion 

I OSs 

L _j 
Chapter 4 

Chapter 6 

Purchasing 
Apply Océ 

Figure I-+ Report structure 
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2 Purchasing Processes 
This chapter will discuss the processes considered and the current situation at Océ. After a brief 
introduetion to purchasing process, the supply chain log is tics structure of Océ is explained. Then, the 
current processes are described. The chapter concludes with the relevant characteristics that are 
extractedfor further use in the report. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION TO PURCHASING PROCESSES 

Purchasing is defined as "obtainingfrom extemal sourees all goods, services, capabilities and knowledge 
which are necessary for running, maintaining and rnanaging the campany's primary and support 
activities at the most favourable conditions" (Van Weele, 2002). Figure 2-r illustrates the main 
activities in purchasing. 

tactjcal pyrchasjng order fynctjon 

Figure 2 -1 : Purchasingfunction (Van Weele, 2002) 

Each of these activities involves communication and interaction with suppliers. The 
communication and interaction processes where information technology can add significant value 
(or remave non value adding activities) are discussed next. 

The purchasing process starts by making clear what items need to be purchased. All kinds of 
specifications (quality, logistics, maintenance, legal etc.) are being created. In the regular 
production phase, specifications might change and need to be communicated towards a supplier. 
For each item to be purchased, the most suitable supplier has to be selected. This process includes 
market exploration, and is typically interwoven with the specification phase. In some cases, more 
suppliers (dual or multi sourcing) are selected. Océ usually works with a single sourcing strategy, 
but such strategie issues are outside the scope of the project. A contract is made with the selected 
supplier to specify the terms and conditions. To illustrate, Océ uses a "Master Agreement" for the 
product independent supplier agreement. Moreover, for each product a so-called "Product Supply 
Condition (PSC)" exists, in which the logistic and economie parameters are recorded. 

Based on production requirements, items are ordered from the selected suppliers. There are 
several ways of ordering, e.g. using single orders and call-off agreements Expediting is the 
monitoring and control of the order, making sure that the ordered items are delivered. In this 
respect, the customer might require the supplier to confirm the order. Another purchasing related 
activity is invoice handling, which is typically a process where automation can yield most benefits. 
The last stage in the purchasing process is the follow-up and evaluation. It includes such processes 
related to quality assurance (e.g. communicating complaints details) and supplier assessment and 
ranking. Electronk communication and information sharing can be a useful supporting tool in 
this stage. 

7 
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Sirnon (r965) has illustrated three layers of decision making. The first is top management, where 
the decision making process has limited automation possibilities. Secondly, middle management 
decision making has higher automation potential, but the third layer, consisting of clerical work 
with basic work processes has the highest automation potential. Therefore, the processes that take 
place in the operational phase are a good starting point for automation or electronic 
communication. 

To sum things up, several purchasing related activities are of interest for this project. These are 
the activities in the operational phase: ordering, expediting, invoice handling, and supplier 
assessment. In these activities electronic transachons and information sharing can be useful. 
Next, these activities are explained in further detail. 

2.2 SUPPLY CHAIN LOGISTICS 

This paragraph will discuss very briefly the supply chain in order to acquire an understanding of 
the position of the relevant processes in the overall picture. This is clone by indicating the goods 
and information flows as well as the forecast to order process structure. 

Océ produces based on a forecast. The MRP system generates orders (single orders and delivery 
schedules) based on this forecast (see also section 2.p). The customer order decoupling point 
(CODP) is the point in the supply chain where is separated between actual product orders and 
forecasts (in Figure 2-2 , on the right side of the CODP the focus is on actual customer orders 
whereas on the left side production is basedon forecasts). The CODP acts as a buffer to ensure 
smooth assembly 1 production. 

= goods flow 

~----- = information flow 

r-----------------------, 
~ MRP : 

module 

suppliers 

parts 

suppliers 

"' MRP 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

L-----------------------J 

r------------------------------ · Forecast 

• 
CODP 

Orders 

Orders 

Orders 

Figure 2-2: Goods and information flow Océ supply chain (simplified) 
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A Manufacturing &( Delivery Plan is set up quarterly, based on forecasts and M&L budget. This plan 
is revised monthly (now a monthly assembly program is created) and results in a weekly MRP run 
(which transfarms the planned machine production into actual module or parts orders for the 
suppliers) and a detailed planning used for production steering. Figure 2-3 below gives an 
overview of this control structure. 

Quarterly 

Monthly 

Manufacturing 

& Delivery Plan 

I 

'!I 

Revision MDP 
---3> 

Assembly 

Program 

I 
I 

.......... . ......... . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... . . . ......... . ... . .. . ... ..... . .. ... . ... .. .................................. ï ''''"''"'"''''''''''"'"''''"''"'"'"''''''''''''' ' ··· ·· ········ ï ···· ·············"'"'''"'"'" 

Weekly 

'!I '!I 

MRP Detailed 

Planning 
I 
I orders <E ___________ .J 

I 

'!I 

goods n I Execution ______...,v,___---+1 ... ._______. 
Figure 2-y Control structure, from Jarecasts to orders 
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2.3 CDRRENT PROCESSES 

This paragraph describes the processes that are within the scope of the project. For each process, 
it is indicated in which stage of procurement, there is communication with the supplier. This is 
done using a simplified model of the purchasing function, given in the previous paragraph. 

2.3-1 ORDERING 

UUD
--- """\ 

select contract :; order > expedite 

---" L..----J 
The MRP system generates the requirements by running each weekend (Sunday) . This results in 
both Purchase Requisitions (PR) and Delivery Schedules. In regular production, Océ strives to 
order on delivery schedules. There are four possible reasons for the use of single purchase 
requisitions: 

no contract for the item has been established yet3; 

the item is to be phased out; 
items which are ordered only once or twice a year4; 
items that are impossible to order on contract5• 

Purchase Order 
On Monday the MRP controller has to check the PRs and releases the approved ones. Incorrect 
PRs are edited or deleted. In principle, a PR is related to a souree list. This connects the item to the 
standard or preferred supplier. It is possible to change the supplier, given that an inforecord for 
that item supplier combination is available. The released PR is made available for the purchasing 
department (on Tuesday). 

The purchasing department is responsible for registration and release (by means of a digital 
signature) of the Purchase Order (PO). When the PO is released, it is sent to the supplier. This 
transaction is usually done by e-mail (automatically) , but fax or regular mail are also used. The 
MRP controller can access a list of PRs which have notbeen converted into a PO and if necessary, 
he or she contacts the purchaser. 

Delivery Schedule 
Most (coded) items are ordered using Delivery Schedules. For this ordering method, a special 
contract is set-up befarehand on ordering quantities, prices, etc. On the Delivery Schedules 
forecasts are included (up to one year). There is a fiXed period, which is an agreed period for 
which, in principle, no requirement increase is allowed. 

The logistics department receives a list of exception messages, where requirements for the fiXed 
period have been changed (increased) by the MRP system. The logistics department can react on 
these exceptions on Monday and investigate possibilities with the supplier. If necessary, dates 
andfor quantities can be edited. 

3 usually these are "first" orders, for which subsequent orders are ordered through delivery schedules 
4 e.g. category 4 products, which are very cheap and delivered in large numbers at a time 
5 e.g. for assemblies that Océ has to supply parts for 

IO 
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The Delivery Schedules are communicated towards the suppliers on Monday night bye-mail. Por 
the majority of the Delivery Schedules, this is fully automated. On Tuesday, the MRP controller 
receives information about any errors in communication. These exceptions are then handled 
manually. 

Por Delivery Schedules, no confirmatien from the supplier is requested by Océ. Instead, the 
supplier should contact Océ in case of misunderstandings or situations where he cannot deliver 
as scheduled. To indicate, it is a daily activity for the logistics department to deal with issues 
indicated by supplier regarding their delivery. 

Por POs, Océ requests its suppliers to confirm the order (within 14 days). The logistics 
department is responsible for the acquisition of this confirmation. lt should entail a confirmatien 
on price, quantity and delivery date. The logistics department receives these confirmations in 
several ways, such as fax (with a copy of the PO) , e-mail (with a scan of the PO), e-mail with text 
and regular mail. lt is always marked in the SAP system that a confirmatien has been received. 
Moreover, it is possible to indicate a confirmatien code (A, B, C or D6

) in the SAP system. If the 
confirmatien is according the PO, no further action needs to be taken. 

If there is a delivery date deviation, the logistics department indicates this in the system and, if 
necessary, the supplier is contacted. In case of deviations in quantity andfor price (the value of the 
order changes) the purchasing department is getting involved. This might require the creation of 
a new PR and from there the process of creating the PO starts again. 

Each Monday, the MRP controller generates a list of POs that have not been confirmed yet while 
they should be. If necessary the supplier is contacted to investigate the situation. Besides this, the 
supplier gets a reminder every couple of days after the "confirmation period" is over. 

Logistics expedites orders (POs and Delivery Schedules) by checking which items have notbeen 
arrived that should be (the expedite list). This can be done using e-mail through SAP andfor 
telephone. lt is also possible to contact suppliers befarehand for special situations (e.g. extremely 
important deliveries or known supply issues). The MRP controller decides which method of 
expediting is used (by entering queries in SAP). Moreover, it is possible to include comments in 
such an expedite list. 

6 A = deviating confirmation on OCE order form, B = confirmation on OCE order form, C = confirmation 
on supplier's form, D = deviating confirmabon on supplier's form. 
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INVOICE HANDLING 

Every morning, the accounts payable department receives a bag with (paper) invoices. Product 
related invoices are either based on purchase orders or contracts (with delivery schedules). Last 
year, ns .ooo invoices were processed. This year the expectation is higher (about 4%) , but this is 
restricted due to capacity issues , indicating the giant work pressure. 

Invoice handling is typically the area in purchasing related processes where automation of 
operational tasks can yield most benefits , in terms of labour costs (long term) and fewer errors . 
However, one should take into consideration the vast amount of regulations, which often differ 
per country. Because of these complexities, invalving an expert third party is certainly worth 
considering. More information on the options for this process are discussed in chapter four. 

Purchase Order 
The invoice is hooked on the purchase order number in SAP. Here, the quantity and the value on 
the invoice are keyed in. The SAP system automatically calculates the price per unit and checks 
this with the order price. If there is a discrepancy in this price, a copy of the invoice is sent to 
purchasing. If there is a discrepancy in quantity, a copy of the invoice is sent to logistics. Also, 
there is a check if the information inserted in SAP by the logistics provider 1 goods received 
(DSVl) is according the invoice. 

Delivery Schedule 
With delivery schedules, the invoice handling is less straightforward. To match the invoice with a 
delivery, a delivery notification number is necessary. For Imaging Supplies8

, for instance, delivery 
note numbers are never available. Examples of the problems that arise here are given below. 

An invoice is made for 30 items and therefore should be accompanied by a delivery of 30 items. 
Say now, that only 20 items are supplied. The invoice is then blocked and waits for the delivery of 
the remaining ro items. However, it is not possible to determine which delivery belongs to the 
blocked invoice, since there is no delivery note number to match with the invoice. Another 
example is the combination of deliveries for one invoice. The supplier generates one invoice for 
several deliveries. It is not trivial which deliveries are included since matching is impossible 
without a delivery note. 

These kinds of problems lead to the fact that it is not clear to indicate discrepancies for the several 
hundred contracts in place. This is important to note, since automation of these process tasks 
does not solve the problems. When consiclering using electronk communication for this process , 
adaptation of the underlying process is therefore necessary. 

Invoice archiving 

7 DSV is the transportand logistics provider for Océ. 
8 Imaging Supplies is a separate business group, mainly concerned with the purchasing of paper. 
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With each invoice hooking, SAP generates a document number, which is written on the invoice 
(in red colour). These invoices are then archived in a room and easy to trace back due to the 
document number. There are some differences in policies for each country regarding the 
archiving of invoices. In the Netherlands, invoices must be kept for 7 years and digital format is 
allowed, provided that some demands are met (see Appendix G) . For other countries, the time 
frame might be 6 or ro years andjor paper based archiving might be requested. 

An overview of the paid invoices for a certain period is mailed to the suppliers. This overview 
might take quite a long time to reach the supplier. Possibilities for impravement in this area are 
being investigated. 

2.3.4 POLLOW-UP AND EVALUATION 

specify select contract order expedite ' J IIow-up > UUDU
---""" ---""" 

,_ __ ", 

While complaints handling is typically a process that is owned by the quality department, it 
cannot be seen completely separate from the purchasing process invalving supplier 
communication. lt has been found in the benchmarking that electronic communication is a way 
of improving this process. 

When problems with quality occur, theseneed to be communicated with the supplier. Océ MQ 
(concerned with material quality) communicates these issues with the quality department of the 
supplier. U sually, this involves preparing reports, including pictures, where the problems are 
described and a response from the supplier is expected. 

Currently, possibilities are investigated to use a portal for material quality issues, and a pilot has 
been set up. This portal is based on IBM Workplace, which is already used for (internal) 
collaboration purposes. Ideally, the sameportal system is used for all communication towards (all) 
the supplier(s). 

Another interesting process where electtonic communication can add value is the supplier 
performance data communication. Communicating these scores should always have a purpose 
and be an instrument in the process of improving the overall performance. Therefore, it is not a 
goal itself to present performance data to suppliers , but it should fit in a strategy which is aimed 
at continuously and together improve the performance of a supplier. 

Logistics and quality scores were found internally as well as in the benchmarking as being 
suitable for communicating towards suppliers. Note that this processis of a different nature than 
most of the other processes; it involves "merely" presenting existing data. Information systems 
can help to do this in an efficient way. The implementation effort of such system is relatively low 
since it does not involve (interorganizational) process change. Moreover, the data is interpreted by 
a person, rather than a computer system (in case of automatic ordering). This makes that the data 
should be presented in a logically and aesthetic manner. 
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2.4 CHARACTERISTICS 

In the description of a number of processes, we have seen several interesting characteristics. The 
most important characteristic of a process is its nature in terms of interaction. Processes between 
a buyer and a supplier can be interactive (such as the ordering cycle), but they can also serve a 
more supporting or coordinating role in which relevant data is presented (such as supplier 
performance communication). In the latter case, there is no response from the supplier within the 
same system. Therefore, a process can either be a transaction execution process or an information 
sharing process. 

Strongly related to this is that some processes require human involvement, others do not. This is 
important to consider, since when human involvement (input or interpretation) is necessary, 
certain requirements should be met. To illustrate, the presentation of supplier performance 
towards a supplier's employee or the communkation of quality reports have different 
requirements than the orderjexpeditejinvoice cycle. The latter could, in theory at least, be fully 
automated without any human involvement since the process follows a standard path or 
workflow. 

Also, the volume of data is necessary to consider, both in termsof transaction frequency and data 
per transaction. 

Lastly, the process can be very unique, and therefore influence the options for electronk 
communication. The specificity is therefore one of the characteristics of the processes for 
determining the suitability of electronk communication. Standard processes can use standard 
solutions, whereas a specific process always needs tailor made solutions. 

The mentioned characteristics are relevant in generating the (logical) options for methods of 
electronk communication for certain processes. The next chapter will discuss several options for 
using information technologyin buyer-supplier communkation processes. 
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3 Interorganizational Information Systems 
This chapter is concerned with the further introduetion and description of several options for 
electronic communication using interorganizational information systems. The first paragraph gives 
a general introduetion on this topic and paragraph 3.2 describes Océ's current practices. In 
paragraphs 3.3 and 3·4 we illustrate the benchmark visits at two high-tech companies. In the fifth 
paragraph an overview is given of the interorganizational information systems that were found bath 
in practice and in literature. Paragraph 3.6 concludes the chapter by identifying the benefits and 
characteristics of these interorganizational information systems. 

3.1 INTRODUCTION TO lOS 

Traditionally, information systems are used to make internal business processes more efficient. 
However, processes that span over the organizational boundaries become increasingly important. 
This paragraph will briefly discuss some of the findings in literature on inter-organizational 
information systems (I OSs) and their role in supplier communication. There is a spectrum ofiOS 
types or linkages (McLaren et al., 2002) ranging from tightly coupled through looser coupled and 
finally simple interface. In general a tighter degree of coupling is often considered to be more 
beneficia!, although this heavy coupling can reduce flexibility, whkh might be an undesirable 
effect. Here we see the first example of a characteristk of electronk communication. There are 
several new technologies that have more flexibility than traditional, proprietary systems as EDI 
(Daniel & White, 2005). 

EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) is a method of information exchange between organizations. 
The following definition is used: 

EDI: Inter-organizational, computer-ta-computer exchange of structured information in a standard, 
machine-processable format. 

It is typically used for the transaction of purchase orders, shipping notes and invokes. Since this 
form of electronk communication is computer-ta-computer, it requires a one-to-one integration 
effort depending on the backend systems in place. 

The benefits of ED I are the removal of manual handling and reduction of paper usage. Also, the 
reduction of errors is an important benefit EDI can be customized to fit the specific situation. 
However, there arealso disadvantages of EDI. These can be found in the implementation of the 
information system. For each new EDI linkage quite some effort (time and money) is needed. 
Moreover, not all partners are able to use this kind of system due to lack of supporting back-end 
systems or IT knowledge. Traditional EDI systems are based on (extremely) expensive 
communkation networks, making it impossible for smaller companies to adopt. The Internet 
provides a cheap network instead, whkh makes EDI more interesting, even for smaller 
companies. 

The Internet has increased the possibilities for electronk communication and transachons 
enormously. A simple example is the use of e-mail for ordering and other activities. More 
advanced systems such as supplier portals (or extranets) are becoming more widely used for 
supporting and automating the purchasing process. Portals can be used for the sharing of 
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(supplier specific) information, document transactions or act as access point for suppliers to 
directly enter data in the back-end system of the buying company. 

Both EDI and (other) Internet applications strive to remave inefficient, non value-adding 
activities. Furthermore, such systems can help to imprave performance by providing up-to-date 
information and better coordination. In genera!, EDI systems require relative high investments 
although the Internet has decreased casts enormously. One of the criteria for using such a system 
should be related to the transaction frequency. Accordingly, it would not be plausible to 
implement an ED I system with a supplier that is ordered from (transacted with) only once or 
twice a year. Therefore, the use of electtonic communication should be differentiated for the 
purchasing strategies and supplier relations in place. 

3.2 CDRRENT PROJECTS AT OCÉ 

Océ has already implemented an EDI salution to remave manual handling in purebase order and 
invoice transactions. The benefits for Océ are with the automatic invoice handling, where for the 
supplier the benefits are with the order booking. Currently only single order invoice handling can 
be automated, however potential benefits on items ordered with delivery schedules are highest In 
Appendix F, quantitative data are given which form the basis for the business case regarding 
implementation of EDI with additional suppliers. The most important findings are illustrated 
below. 

The expected casts for an EDI implementation at this moment are about EUR 15.ooo, - per 
connected supplier. These include only one-time setup casts consisting of project member rates. 
Casts for hosting servers are negligible. As a result, high message volume is necessary to yield 
benefits at this time. The expected break-even point when ro suppliers are connected to Océ by 
EDI is 1.5 years. Moreover, direct benefits for Océ are with the accounts payable department 
However, the ordering methad invalving delivery schedules is not suitable for automation at this 
time. In paragraph 3-5, some additional statements about EDI will be made. 

Another interesting project is the set up of a "supplier portal" . The idea is to provide the supplier 
with a single interface with Océ to do their (standard) business communication. The earlier 
mentioned quality department has started a pilot using IBM Workplace for supporting the quality 
reports process and communication towards suppliers. Within the portal, a supplier should be 
directed easily towards the information that is needed. This requires different departments within 
Océ (such as purchasing, quality, logistics and IT) working together. While taking part in the early 
stages of implementation, this was a greater obstacle than anticipated. Different departments have 
a tendency to go their own way (leading to sub-optimization) , which might cause problems in 
later phases. Therefore, a better coordination between departments was necessary. The project is 
elaborated further upon in chapter 6. 
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3·3 CASE: BUSINESS PORTAL AT OPS 

Océ's headquarters for high-volume production printing systems are in Poing, just 20 km east of 
Munich. It is a single location that combines research and development, production, quality 
assurance, training, sales and service. The supply base of Océ Printing Systems (OPS) consistsof 
about soo suppliers. The total purchasing volume is about € 140 million, where 90% of this 
volume is with 100 suppliers. OPS has to cope with an increasing variety of products at reduced 
lead times (see Figure 3-1). In 2005, a lead time of 3-2 weeksis realized for 132 customized printer 
verswns. 
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Figure 3-1 : Lead time vs. variety of products at OPS 

J.J.I VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY 

In order to be able to handle these drastic changes, OPS has introduced the Vendor Managed 
Inventory (VMI) principle in 2001. Currently, little over so suppliers do business with OPS 
through this logistics principle. These suppliers are mainly German suppliers, where OPS orders 
large volumes of specific, customized items (ranging from classica} mechanics, electronics, 
consumables, software, OEM ... ). For most of these suppliers, OPS is the largest (or at least a 
large) customer. A long-term, strong relationship is required to create the win-win situation 
aimed for. The benefits for OPS are increased supplier performance and reduced stock- and 
process costs. For the suppliers the planning and production activities are improved and using 
efficient communication helps both parties. Forthese VMI suppliers, OPS uses the consignment 
stock principle, which can beseen as a physical stock at OPS which is owned by the supplier and 
is only paid for by OPS when it is used. A description of the typical praeurement situation that 
arises from this might shed more light on the idea (and the benefits). 

OPS has a contract with a supplier to use consignment stock for an item. For this item, OPS 
places a purchase order (automatically from SAP) by e-mail or fax (e.g. once a year) to inform the 
supplier a bout the estimated purchase volume fora period. Mostly, this purchase order is used for 
OPS tobook the goods and payments on intheir SAP system. The supplier is informed about the 
consignment stock (updated twice a day) and the forecast (updated once a week). Using this 
information, the supplier decides about his production and delivery for the consignment stock. 
For this consignment stock three levels are important: (1) safety stock, (2) reorder point, and the 
(3) maximum stock. 
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To illustrate, the purchase order might be created for 3000 items. The maximum stock is 300, 
which is the actual commitment (the supplier has a guaranteed sale), the reorder point is roo 
(indication for the supplier to begin to act) and the safety stock is 50, below which the 
consignment stock should never falL OPS takes items from this consignment stock when they are 
needed for manufacturing and once every two weeks a credit note is sent towards the supplier 
(self-billing) for payment handling (i.e. OPS pays afterwards for the goods they use). Note that 
using this system (in combination with information exchange by a web application) removes 
paper-prone processes as order confirmations, changes in orders, delivery notes, invoices etc. 

3.3.2 BUSINESS PORTAL 

To be able to communicate efficiently with its suppliers, OPS uses a web based system: the 
Business PortaL This is a web application where suppliers (and OPS employees) can log in and 
have access to information. The portal was introduced for supporting the communication of 
production planning information for the VMI suppliers. By using workshops, the suppliers were 
extensively included in the implementation of the portaL Later, two other sections were included: 
supplier assessment and the sourcing portaL 

Production planning data 
The production planning data is only available for the VMI suppliers. The portal delivers the 
necessary information for the suppliers to control their production planning. After the supplier 
logs in, the materiallist is loaded. Here, a material can be selected or an overview of the materials 
can be graphed (see Figure 3-2 below) The supplier (and OPS) can easily see if there are things 
not going the way they should and which items need to be produced. 
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Figure 3-2: Example material stock overview 
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For each material, the consignment stock level is updated twice a day. Also, the production 
forecast is communicated (updated once a week). This number is a forecast for half a year ahead 
and informs the supplier on time about any huge changes in planning. Thirdly, information 
about inward movements (deliveries) is available. The fourth aspect in the material specific page 
is the purchase order details and lastly statistics about the material (see Figure 3-3 below) can be 
requested. 
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Figure 3-y Material stock statistics over time 

Supplier Assessment 
Over 100 suppliers (all VMI suppliers plus other, including foreign, high-volume suppliers) are 
registered users of the supplier assessment module of the business portaL In short, the supplier 
assessment module communicates monthly updated delivery (date, volume) and quality (defects, 
complaints9) performance towards the supplier. The scores for the four elements are combined 
for all supplied materials. The system calculates a rankingbased on these scores, which is seen by 
the supplier in the first page (e.g. ranked 891

h out of 10 4 suppliers). This is a first incentive for the 
supplier to continuously improve his performance. Furthermore, the detailed pages of the four 
sections are an excellent starting point for discussion on performance improvement. 

U nfortunately, the system is not implemented long enough to explicitly state results of the 
supplier assessment module. The general feeling is that the module positively contributes to the 
performance impravement of the supply base by providing useful information in a clear way and 

9 Defects: damaged parts that are recognized in the production line. Complaints: results from incoming 
goods inspections by quality assurance. 
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by showing the ranking in general, which is an incentive for the supplier to do better. To 
conclude, note that this system should be used as a supporting tooi for performance impravement 
and not as a means on itself. 

Sourcing Portal 
The sourcing portal is basically a link towards the OPS section of an e-marketplace provider, 
TechPilot. More than so.ooo suppliers are registered for this service (including all soo OPS 
suppliers). OPS purchasers can use this section of the business portal to gain price and market 
information and select the suitable suppliers. Note that this portal application is positioned before 
the operational purchasing function (see paragraph 2.1) and therefore outside the direct scope of 
the project. However, since sourcing is part of the portal, we will shortly describe its functionality. 
OPS purchasers have access to information, can send request for quotations (RFQ) and can get in 
contact with new suppliers (e.g. by sending a request for information) using the sourcing portaL 
The R&D department can use the business portal to communicate with selected suppliers. The 
layout of the sourcing portal is adjusted to fit with the other sections of the business portaL This 
contributes to the look and feel of the portaL 

To ensure security aspects, no data is stored outside the OPS Local Area Network (LAN). There 
are two demilitarized zones10 (DMZ) between the Internet and the data in the LAN. In the first 
DMZ, an Apache web server is located. The second DMZ holds the application server SP2 . The 
LAN consist of SAP Data, user data (Novell eDirectory) , and Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) . The 
Apache web server acts as a reverse proxy server; it forwards requests to the application server. 
The communication between the data in the LAN and the application server is based on remote 
function call (RFC) and business application programming interface (BAPI) . In the future, the 
idea is to use only standards based software modules (portlets). This means that the SP2 
Application Server (which is now a home grown solution) should be replaced by a standard portlet 
engine (JSR 168). 

3-3-3 CONCLUSION 

Besides the consignment stock business portal, also traditional methods of communication are 
used, such as fax, e-mail and EDI. In the future , OPS aims to increase the percentage of suppliers 
using the business portal and tries to expand the options and functionality of the portal services. 
At the moment, the portal is an informational system. In the future , some transactional features 
may be implemented. OPS introduced its business portal to efficiently communicate with their 
VMI suppliers. Relevant planning information is easy to access by the suppliers, who can use this 
information to steer their production planning, resulting in more flexibility and inventory 
reduction. Because the business portal supports all the necessary communication towards the 
VMI supplier, most of the time consuming, paper- and error-prone activities are excluded from 
the process. The supplier assessment module presents quality and logistics performance 
indicators in a clear fashion. This helps the suppliers (and OPS) to indicate trends andfor 
problems that occur, for which actions have to be undertaken. The supplier assessment module 
provides a basis for the discussion on possible supplier performance improvements. Having 
access to as many as so.ooo suppliers is the main idea behind the sourcing portaL Purchasers 
can do market research and select suitable suppliers. The portal supports the requesting of 

10 Basically another word for extranet lt is a network segment, placed between an internal (LAN) and 
external (Internet) network. Firewalls between a DMZ and other networks take care of security, but a certain 
configuration (holes in firewall) should provide access to theservices within the DMZ. 
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information and quotations. The R&D employees have restricted rights; they are able to 
communicate with pre-selected suppliers. 

For the future, OPS concentrates on the implementation of standards, so that the system can be 
scaled and expanded easily for the needs of the future by introducing platform independent 
modules. Possible new services provided by the business portal can be of more transactional 
nature instead of presenting data from SAP, which is what the portal is used for today. 

3-4 CASE: SUPPLIERNET AT ASML 

ASML is a world leader in the manufacturing of advanced technology systems for the 
semiconductor industry. The company offers an integrated portfolio for manufacturing complex 
integrated circuits (also called ICs or chips). The supply base of ASML consists of about soo 
suppliers. ASML has high supply chain power, because for most suppliers, ASML is the largestor 
one of the largest customers. 

3-4.1 SUPPLIERNET 

Suppliers of ASML can log in on a special section, called SupplierNet, via ASML's corporate 
website (see Figure 3-4). The basic idea behind the portal functionality (provided by SAP 
Enterprise Portal) is to give suppliers access to a specific part of the internal SAP system of 
ASML. Note that there is no integration with supplier backend systems. Next, the logistics and 
quality portals are discussed. 
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Figure 3-4: Suppliers use ASML's website to log on at SupplierNet 

The first portal functionality was introduced in 2001 for the logistics expediting of orders. Now, 
about 20% of the suppliers use this portaL Using the portal makes the communication between 
the suppliers and ASML more efficient: 
• exclude double work (by enabling direct data entry); 
• less paper(handling); 
• faster communication (electronic vs. physical delivery). 

The logistics portal consists of two parts, expediting and Jorecasting. In "expediting", the supplier 
enters ifhe agrees with the purchase order, confirms the delivery date or possibly confirms that a 
part can be delivered on a different date. In the section "forecasting", ASML's SAP system 
informs the supplier about order expectations for the next 18 months. Again, the supplier enters 
confirmations in this field. An alert monitor is in place which informs ASML if a supplier has 
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confirmed differently to the initial settings by ASML (e.g. if a supplier confirms to deliver ro out 
of the 40 items one week later than was initially planned). 

The main issues during and after implementation were bandwidth problems and layout 
difficulties. The bandwidth problems are related to the fact that incoming and outgoing lines were 
not fast enough to communicate the vast amounts of data in a reasonable time. The layout was 
(and is) an issue since the necessary SAP pages are presented in a web browser where partsof the 
screen cannot be used. 

On the SupplierNet website, also "Quality Assurance" can be chosen by the supplier. This portal 
element is used for the complaints and repair handling and was introduced in 2005. ASML deals 
with 8o% of the complaints with about 40 suppliers. Therefore, these suppliers are the first 
connected to the Quality Assurance section. 

The first page provides a search engine within SAP to select the complaints (default setting is to 
search for items in the last 3 months). The search results in a list of items which represent 
complaints. If necessary, attachments can be included with a specific complaint by ASML (e.g. a 
photograph). For each complaint, three elements are important for the supplier to use. The first is 
the acceptationjrejection of the complaint (including motivation). Second, a root cause has to be 
filled in by the supplier, which is basically a text field where the supplier can address issues 
causing the complaint. The third element is the repair status, where is indicated if the items 
should be repaired by the supplier (or that the items are repaired locally). If so, an analysis of the 
repair activities should be provided by the supplier. 

3-4-2 CONCLUSION 

The benefits are mostly for ASML. The supplier fills in the necessary fields, without the need for 
people of ASML to retype suppliers' commentaries. In the "old" situation, the supplier would 
send a document which was used as input for filling in SAP fields by employees of ASML. This 
could lead to a situation where ASML used an own interpretation of the supplier document. By 
using direct input from suppliers , these issues do not occur anymore. 

The SupplierNet provides ASML's suppliers relevant data on orders and forecasts. Moreover, its 
functionality allows the suppliers to use a web browser for direct communication on these orders 
and forecasts. Note that suppliers do not require any hardware or software changes concerning 
their backend systems and therefore the web portal is a flexible and scalabie solution. 

Future electronic communication systems are in invoicing, where the supplier hooks his invoices 
directly in SAP via the portaL In some cases a (third party) partner can hook (paper) invoices via 
scanning in SAP. Other functionality is document sharing via supplier directories. Summarizing, 
the web portal removes a lot of inefficient communication and sharing forecasts and outstanding 
orders through the logistics portal increases supplier logistics performance (although not 
quantified) . 
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3-5 TYPES OF lOS 

This paragraph will discuss the results from benchmarking and combines them with findings 
from literature in order to get a comprehensive overview of methods of electronic communication 
with suppliers. 

3-5-1 ELECTRONIC DATA INTERCHANGE 

To illustrate how EDI works, we will first give a general description and go into more detail by 
descrihing how Océ has implemented this technology. 

EDI: Inter-organizational, computer-ta-computer exchange of structured information in a standard, 
machine-processable format. 

Organization A Organization B 

~---------------- ---------------- ----------------~ I 

Automated 

lnformation Translation transactions Translation lnformation 

system(s) software over computer software system(s) 
network 

I I 

L--------------------------------------------------~ 
Figure 3-5: Concept of EDI between two organizations 

The dotted rectangle in Figure 3-5 indicates the concept of EDI between two organizations. Both 
organizations have information systems which exchange data. To be able to interpret the data 
correctly, translation software is necessary. This depends not only on the format of the data, but 
strong agreements are necessary about the underlying process in order to achieve the correct 
functionality. The exchange of the data can go through a Value Added Network (provider), but 
EDI partnerscan also decide to use Internet protoeals fortheir EDI messagesn. 

Undoubtedly, EDI has developed over time. However, since EDI requires process integration 
between thesending and receiving entities (in this case these are different companies), it is nota 
salution that can be implemented in a blink of an eye. In an ideal situation, there is a standard 
process that each company executes exactly and without any errors. This would mean that a 
salution such as EDI would be easy to implement. Unfortunately, this is not the case and in spite 
of the rise of several standards, an EDI implementation still requires I-on-I implementation 
efforts. This means that both customer and supplier perspectives should be considered. 

Another issue that is important to consider is the possibility that a business partner or supplier is 
not able to implement EDI due to lack of technological knowledge or absence of a backend system 
altogether. The latter case does not make it impossible to use EDI, but it requires some 
adjustment to the situation. There are possibilities in combining EDI technology with web based 
applications, such that a partnering company only requires a web browser to participate in EDI. 

n These protoeals are Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) , Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) and File 
Transfer Protocol (FTP). 
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This means however, that the advantages (and the costs) are completely for the company that sets
up the EDI connection. Such solutions are therefore suitable in some situations, also since they 
are more flexible in terms of switching to another supplier. Note that this requires that the 
company setting up the conneetion has power over the other, or, in other words that the company 
is somewhat dependent on the other. 

Since the implementation costs of EDI are still high and it is not a flexible solution, it might only 
be suitable for long-term relationships and fairly high-volume (structured) processes. Océ has a 
SAP R/3 ERP system and has implemented the SAP Exchange Infrastructure (SAP XI) solution 
fortheir enterprise application integration (EAI). This means that SAP XI connects the backend 
applications and also serves as base for EDI. The system is able to exchange messages in XML and 
iDOC (intermediate document) format. Figure 3-6 below describes the current Océ infrastructure 
for EDI implementations. 

HTIPS RFC 

« Firewalls » 

Figure 3-6: ED I Communication infrastructure of Océ 

3.5.2 ROSETTANET 

Besides using the Internet as transportation network for EDI messages, other developments in 
this field have taken place. There are serious efforts to create standards in terms of processes, 
messages and communication channels. RosettaNet is a non-profit consortium set up in 1998 by 
leading electric components, semi-conductor manufacturing and solution provider companies to 
achieve B2B transaction standards12

• RosettaNet's Partner Interface Process (PIP) standardizes the 
business documents exchanged between business partners, the sequence of sending these 
documents and the physical attributes of the messages. Each partner can indicate which PIP it 
supports, such that its peers know which businessdocumentscan be exchanged with that partner 
and how. Moreover, RosettaNet defines the messaging system to send and receive these 
documents (Damodaran, 2004). 

Over soo memher companies have combined revenues of over$ r.2 trillion. RosettaNet's usage is 
the largestin the United States, butusagein Asia and Europeis growing, and it is considered to 
be the most successful "successor" of EDI. However, in practice it is more a complementary 
technology rather than areplacement technology (Nurmilaakso and Kotinurmi, 2004) . 

The documents that are used with RosettaNet are coded in XML. Compared to traditional and 
compressed EDI, XML messages contain metadata which makesthem larger in size (7-ro times) 

12 The relation between RosettaNet and ebXML and Web Services is not explained further in this chapter. 
We refer to Appendix E fora brief explanation on this issue. 
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but also more readable (by people) and interpretable for web browsers. In the following example 
we campare a traditional EDI messagewithits XML counterpart (Ricker et al., 2000). 

ISA*OO* *00* *08*61112500TST *Ol*DEMO WU000003 
*970911*1039*U0030200000956l*O*P? 
GS*P0*61112500ll*WU000003 *970911*1039*9784*X*003020 
ST*850*397822 
BEG*OO*RE*l234**980208 
REF*AH*Ml09 
REF*DP*641 
REF*IA*000100685 
DTM*0 10*970918 
Nl*BY*92*1287 
Nl* ST*92*8 7 44 7 
Nl*ZZ*992*128 7 
POl*l*l*EA*l3 . 33**CB*802 ll*IZ*364*UP* 718379271 

<?xml v ersion= "l . O" ?> 
<?xml :stylesheet?> 
<pur chase- order 

<header> 
<po - number>l234</po-number> 
<date>l999-02-08</date> 
<time>l4 : 05< / time> 

</header> 
<billing> 

<company>XMLSolutions</company > 
<address> 
<street>Suite 900</street> 
</ address> 

<item> 

Although RosettaNet standardizes the processes, messages and message system in order to 
decrease the implementation efforts of (traditional) EDI, more or less the same adoption pattem 
arose. Smalland medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) are reluctant in implementing RosettaNet for 
their B2B interactions since the implementation casts are still high (Damodaran, 2004). Basically 
there are two reasans for these high casts: transport requirement and mapping cost. 

The transport infrastructure requirements set up by RosettaNet is the RosettaNet Implementation 
Framework (RNIF). The requirements for this internet based messaging service are very complex 
(but also secure, reliable and robust). However, some companies wish to use other (less 
expensive) messaging services and RosettaNet is investigating possibilities for this matter. 

The mapping casts are related tothefact that back-end systems should be capable ofhandling the 
PIP messages that are sent and received. RosettaNet is constantly working on making the PIP 
messages consistent and therefore reduce the effort of mapping them to the back-end data 
structures. To conclude, the RosettaNet consortium is continuously working on improving the 
efficiency of use and lowering adoption harriers for a large number of businesses. However, the 
goal of making B2B integration affordable and accessible for everyone is not yet achieved 
(Damodaran, 2004) . 

3-5·3 E-INVOICING 

EDI requires the use of standards or to adapt to different formats for each trading partner. 
Consiclering the lack of a globally accepted standard, this is a reason to consider using an expert 
third party (network), because it does not require adapting to each supplier's capabilities or 
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preferences individually, and makes it possible to achieve a higher adoption rate, which ultimately 
increases the benefits. Figure 3-7 shows the differences in the number of interfaces. When using 
EDI (or similar methods), the buyer and supplier companies have to agree on several aspects of 
invoicing. When dealing with many suppliers (or buyers), this is a very complex issue. 

[;] = buyer 

D =supplier 

..___ = invoices 

Figure J·T Interfaces with third party invoicing (left) and without third party invoicing (right) 

This illustration is an extreme simplification of the situation, but gives insight in the main 
difference between the two options. One of the leading providers of invoicing services between 
companies is OBro (with clients as Hewlett Packard and General Motors). A service they offer is 
that small suppliers, which might prepare there invoices using a word-processor, can enter and 
send their invoices online. [OBro website] 

The following are the most important benefits of 3rd party e-invoicing: 
• no changes in process, hardware and software necessary; 
• eliminatien of manual intervention; 
• electronk vs. regular mail; 
• reducing errors and overhead costs; 
• shortened handling time, possibly resulting in discounts (due tofaster payment); 
• all received invoices are validated on correctness and completeness; 
• auditable process and tracking improvement, tax and SOX compliance; 
• improved handling for suppliers. 

Electronk invoicing however is not just a matter of changing the flow of invoices from paper to 
bytes. The difficulty is the three-way match. The invoice should be matebed with the delivery note 
and the purebase order. As we have seen in the previous chapter, the current situation (especially 
when using delivery schedules) is not suitable per se for using electronk invoicing methods. An 
adaptation of the process is likely to be necessary. 

One example of using invoicing in a different way, based on the process behind it, is self-billing. 
Self-billing is typically used in combination with consignment stock and it changes the three-way
match by paying what you have used (or received) and not what you are billed for. Clearly, this 
type of change is largely based on process change, rather than using IT to support current 
practice. A related term is evaluated receipt settiement (ERS), which is generally used for self
billing outside the domain of consignment stock. 
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3-5·4 INTERNET PORTALS 

Th ere are several usages of internet portals or extranets13
• In the benchmark, we have seen that 

the most important characteristic of a portal lies within its capabilities of information sharing. 
Especially in the functionality to support Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) , this becomes clear. 
The advantages of Vendor Managed Inventory are lower customer and supplier inventories 
(resulting from the reduction of the bullwhip effed4 by having a more forecastable demand), 
lower administrative costs and increased sales (Hall, 2001; Walier et al., 1999). These benefitscan 
be achieved by the opportunity a web portal raises for increased sharing of accurate inventory and 
demand data. Chaffey (2002) states that by [. .. ] increasing the flow of information between members of 
the supply chain, a strategy of narrower process span can be supported [. .. ]. 

Also, more transactional use of an internet portal is possible. We have seen order and forecast 
expediting as a functionality of an internet portaL Before the widespread use of the Internet, this 
could only be automated using expensive EDI solutions that linked companies through a Value 
Added Network (VAN) . 

Quality issues can be communicated through an internet portal as welL In fact, there are several 
possibilities. One might use standard SAP Portal functionality (also used for the expediting of 
orders) which Iets the suppliers directly enter the data in the customers ' backend SAP ERP 
system. Instead, the quality department of Océ uses a web based collaborative platform (based on 
IBM Lotus Workplace). The data is stored on a web server and is currently used for one-way 
information sharing. 

Supplier performance communication is another process that is made easier, more efficient and 
clearer because of the use of a web based portaL In fact , this has been an incentive to start using a 
portal salution for Océ. The idea is to share information that you have gathered with your 
suppliers in order to start the discussion on improvement. Currently, supplier performance is 
measured, but not communicated and used towards a supplier in a routine manner. See chapter 7 
for the implementation project of the Océ Supplier PortaL 

In short, internet portals provide possibilities in several processes and are more flexible solutions 
than traditional EDI for example. However, where EDI solutions can fully automate (structured) 
processes, internet portals can "only" support processes andjor provide for valuable information 
sharing. 

3-5·5 E-BUSINESS FRAMEWORKS 

There are many e-business standards and frameworks ansmg (Medjahed et al., 2003). 
Nurmilaakso and Kotinurmi (2004) compare the most important standards and identify three 
main categories , which are cross industry frameworks (e.g. cXML and xCBL) , process centric 
frameworks (e.g. ebXML) and industry specific frameworks, in which the earlier mentioned 
RosettaNet belongs. It is further explained that the first two categones are relatively new and 
therefore little is known about their applicability. Nelson et al. (2005) and Zhao et al. (2005) 
stuclied the standard development efforts in different industries. They argue that transparency 
and sustainability are very important aspects to keep in mind when consiclering the use of such 

13 In the remainder, we will use the terms (Internet) portals and extranet interchangeably. 
14 The bullwhip effect is concerned with the increasing variability of demand further up the supply chain. 
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an e-business standard. RosettaNet was mentioned as the framework which was most credible for 
its clear industry usage. 

3.6 BENEFITS AND CHARACTERISTICS 

In many papers and hooks, the benefits ofiOSs are mentioned (e.g. Chaffey, 2002 and Iacovou et 
al., 1995). An elaboration on these benefits is given in Table 3-1 below. 

Direct benefits Reasons 
Reduced transaction costs Elimination of paperwork; Iabour savings; fewer errors 

lmproved cash flow Faster processing and exchange of information 

Reduced inventory levels Shorter order cycle; reduced ordering costs 

Better control Higher information quality: increased timeliness, 

accuracy and accessibility of information 

Indirect benefits Reasans 
lncreased operational efficiency lmproved internat operations due to time and cost 

reduction and better information management 

Reduced purchasing costs Reduced maverick (or off-contract) buying 

Better customer service Shorter lead times; more timely information about 

transaction status 

lmproved trading partner relationships Enhanced trust through increased sharing of 

information; elimination of nuisance factors (e.g. errors 

in orders); increased ability to participate in )ust-ln-

Time programs 

lncreased ability to compete lncreased ability to reach new markets; increased 

ability to provide better service at a lower cost 

Table 3-1: Benefit s of IOSs 

The results of costjbenefit studies on these aspects are diminished because of the narrow focus of 
discussion'5 (Auramo et al., 2005) and since many assumptions have to be made and especially 
dealing with extra-enterprise relations makesthem highly subjective. The findings from literature 
about exactness in benefits have been supported by the findings in the benchmarking activities. 
Also, cost benefits are difficult to assign to aspects such as relationship and trust between 
business partners. Walton and Gupta (1999) mention the dependenee of supply chain partners, 
the magnitude of (process) change and the implementation as aspects which cause problems in 
statements about benefits on a general level. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed that the use of 
electronk communication has great potential to imprave current business processes (provided 
that qualitative implications of such systems are considered). 

The first aspect or characteristic of a system might be related to the provider of the system. A 
company can build their own (new) system. This might be sensible when the uniqueness of the 
process is such, that existing solutions do not provide in the needs. Software companies can 
provide you with existing products (typically called solutions), which might need to be adapted to 
the specific needs. A third option is to outsouree the software salution to an application service 

' 5 Narrow, since the focus is usually on a particular process , in a particular industry or fora particular buyer 
supplier relation. 
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provider (ASP) company which generally means lowering the intemal changes needed both at the 
supplier's and buyer's systems. More importantly than who built the system, is who runs the 
system: the buyer andfor the supplier or a third party. 

One of the most obvious characteristics is the investment of the electronic communication 
solution. We should take into account the investment for Océ and for the supplier. lmplementing 
a system requires time and ultimately money. Of course, the benefits in using the system should 
eventually outweigh the investment. The investment can be separated in general system related 
costs and business partner related costs (Gebauer and Buxmann, 2ooo). The cost types are 
further differentiated between setup costs and current costs. Furthermore, costs are divided into 
general system related costs and business partner related costs. The costs are presented in Table 3-2, 
and give an indication of what needs to be considered. 

Cost types General system related Business partner related 

• Man power; • Establish business relationship; 

• Hardware and software; • Configuration; 
One time setup • Expense to train users . • Customize applications to add new 

link. 

• A dm inistration; • Administration; 

• Ongoing system support and • Ongoing system support and 
maintenance; maintenance; 

Current • Costs for enhancing software • Costs for enhancing software 

solution; solution; 

• Leasing costs; • Leasing costs; 

• Network access fees. • Network access fees. 

Table 3-2: Casts of I OSs (Gebauer and Buxmann, 2000) 

Furthermore, it is stated that the value of the investment in the network solution increases with: 
• probabilities that partners join the system; 
• benefits related to the system; 
• decreasing costs to initiate and participate in the system. 

The value of the lOS depends on the decision of the buyer, the state of the environment and the 
decision of the suppliers. To explain, with m suppliers, the number of environmental statesis 2 m, 

since each supplier can decide whether or not to adopt. The complexity of the decision increases 
when there are q solutions considered. This would then increase the number of environmental 
states for decision to 2 qm. 

An important aspect that one has to consider is the risk-averse behaviour of business partners. 
This leads to the fact that simpler (less risky) solutions are generally favoured over sophisticated 
solutions which may have higher potential benefits. Hence, striving for the optimal (intemal) 
technica! solution might be sub-optimal for the overall situation. 

This leads to the statement that some systems are more flexible and scalabie than others. By 
flexibility we mean the ease of making changes in the way of electtonic communication due to 
new requirements. Scalability is concemed with expanding a solution to support large numbers of 
users without impacting performance. The more tailor-made an IT solution is, the more difficult 
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lt IS to copy it from one company to another (Auramo et al., 2005) . Charaderistics such as 
flexibility and scalability are important, because the true advantages of electronic communication 
systems are gained with a high adoption rate. 

Although larger enterprises in the supply chain are usually easier to communicate with 
electronically, the smaller companies (SMEs) tend to hesitate in the adoption of systems for 
electronic communication. Stefansson (2002) discusses the most important reasons: the basic 
information technology is not available, they do not have the resources, and the need for such 
systems is perceived low because the amount of transachons does not suffice. Some larger 
companies have similar ideas and the fact that EDI implementations remain costly is usually the 
most important reason for notadoption such technologies. Given this situation, the need for less 
expensive methods of data sharing rises (Stefansson, 2002), since the benefits of eledronic 
communication are higher when more business partners are joining. The Internet can facilitate 
such less expensive methods. 

Another characteristic is the degree of integration. EDI solutions, for example, are tightly-coupled, 
and highly integrated solutions (Wong et al. , 2002). This is because EDI solutions are direct 
communication links between companies' ERP systems. Systems that are not directly connected 
with each other are less integrated. Portal systems are typically less integrated. Integration is an 
aspect that is strongly related to the buyer-supplier relations. 

Electron ie Whoruns the lnvestment I Flexibility I Degree of Change in 
communication option system? lmpl. effort Scalability lntegration process 
Ordering: EDI Buyer + supplier high low high low 

Ordering: VMI Buyer (+supplier) medium medium medium high 

Web Portal Buyer high high low medium 
lnvoicing: EDI Buyer + supplier high low high low 
lnvoicing: e-invoicing 3'0 party medium high medium low 
lnvoicing: self-billing Buyer low high low high 

RosettaNet PIPs Buyer + supplier medium/high medium high medium 
lnformation sharing16 Buyer low high low low 

Table ]-]: Electronic communication options 

Table 3-3 summarizes the findings and charaderistics of the options for eledronic 
communication. Note that another column, change in process, is added. This column indicates in 
which degree the electtonic communication option requires the underlying process to change. 
The purchasing context, including the buyer-supplier relations, is discussed in the next chapter. 

'
6 Sharing information is related to all kinds of information sharing, e.g. supplier performance scores, but 
also general information for suppliers in such way (via the internet) that the supplier easily can access this 
information. 
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4 Purchasing Context 
We have seen the processes and the possibilities in electronic communication by using 
interorganizational information systems (IOSs) for these processes. However, the purchasing 
context determines to a large extend which type of lOS is suitable. This chapter will propose the 
relevant characteristics of the purchasing context in this respect. After a general introduetion we 
describe the buyer and supplier portfolio models. In paragraph 4-3 the Océ purchasing strategy is 
shortly addressed. Paragraph 4-4 then states the characteristics that influence the purchasing 
context related to lOS suitability. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Due to outsourcing and strategie relations with suppliers, purchasing has become more 
important over the years and continues to become more and more strategie in nature. 

In reality however, the purchasing department has no extra resources available. In short, more 
work has to be clone by the same people. To be able to do this , a shift from operational towards 
strategie activities needs to be made. Information technology can help to make their work more 
efficient: automating operational processes gives purchasing employees more room for their 
(more important) work. As far as operational tasks are concerned, this will be aimed more at 
exception handling. Thus, the main reason for electronk communication has to do with the 
continuing process of professionalizing the purchasing department Figure 4-1 indicates these 
effects or goals from electronk communication. 

Reduetion of operational funetions 

Strategie Operational funetions Supplier 

proeurement Management 

maximize \ minimize I maximize 

Strategie Operational Supplier 

proeurement funetions Management 

Support for important strategie funetions 

Figure 4-1: Goal of electronic communication (Puschmann and Alt, 2005) 

Other reasons, like reducing internal costs, are of secondary importance, since most of the 
resources are not flexible. However, the above mentioned objectives should lead e.g. to a better 
position towards the supplier (resulting in lower prices) . One example is receiving discounts from 
suppliers due tofaster payments (resulted from an improved invoicing process). 

3I 
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4.2 BUYER AND SUPPLIER PORTFOLIO MODELS 

Océ works with differentiated purchasing strategies. This means that the goals that Océ has fora 
supplier depend on the strategy for that particular type of supplier. To illustrate this principle, two 
forms of portfolio methods are explained. 

Kraljic (r983) introduced a portfolio model to classify purchased items. The dimensions of the 
portfolio model are profit impact (the relative impact of the purchase on total business) and supply 
risk (dependence on that souree of supply). Profit impact can be measured in terms of volume 
purchased, percentage of total cost, or impact on product quality or business growth. The supply 
risk is determined by the availability, the number of possible suppliers, competitive demand, 
starage risks and substitution possibilities. Purchased items canthen be classified along these two 
dimensions, in order to develop strategies to minimize supply risk and make the most of buying 
power. Table 4-1 illustrates the general strategies basedon the classification. 

Profit impact Supply Risk Name Strategy 

High High Strategie Exploit; 

Ba la nee; 

Diversify 

High Low Leverage Exploit power 

Low High Bottleneck Volume insurance 

Low Low Non-critica[ Efficient processing 

Table 4·1: Purchasingportfolio (Kraijic, 1983) 

For non-critical items (low on both dimensions) , the handling costs are relatively high and the 
strategy for these items therefore is aimed at the lowering of transaction costs, process efficiently. 
In the leverage situation, a buyer is able to exploit its relative power over the supplier. Volume 
insurance (e.g. through security of inventories, vendor control and backup plans) is the strategy 
that fits bottleneck items, where the supply risk is high. For more important, strategie items (high 
on both dimensions) there are three basic strategies , depending on the balance of power. If the 
power position is in favour of the buyer, exploitation can be part of the strategy. If the supplier has 
the dominant position, a diversification strategy is appropriate. It is aimed at reducing the 
dependenee on this supplier. 

The supplier relationship is not complete if only is looked from a buyer perspective. One has to 
consider the supplier perspective as well. A useful approach is the customer or account portfolio 
(Carter, 1995), where competitive position of the supplier and attractiveness account are the two 
dimensions. The supplier's competitive position is concerned with the market (growth) in which 
they operate17

• The attractiveness of the specific customer account has to do with the relative value 
of the business. These two dimensions determine the view from the supplier towards the 
customer and can predict their strategy to some extend. A core customer (high on both 
dimensions) is important for a supplier and therefore superior customer value is expected to be 
delivered. Nuisance customers are the opposite; the supplier's strategy is aimed at limited efforts. 
If a supplier has a very good position in the market, but the customer's business value is not 
great, premium prices can be charged (this is called exploitation) . With good customer 

17 For further information, please refer to Porter's five forces model (Porter, 1985) . 
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attractiveness, but a lesser pos1t10n in the market, the supplier might want to develop the 
relationship by offering added value for the customer. An overview is given in Table 4-2. 

Competitive position Attractiveness account Name Strategy 

High High Co re Deliver superior customer value 

High Low Exploitable Charge premium price 

Low High Development Offer added value 

Low Low Nuisance Limit efforts 

Table 4-2: Account portfolio (Carter, 1995) 

Both the buyer and supplier perspective can be combined into one figure. Figure 4-2 gives this 
overview. The current numbers of suppliers of Océ are positioned in the figure as well. The 
following are the assumptions used: profit impact was considered high if above the 7% of total 
spend and low if below 7% of total spend. Supply risk was calculated as a combination of number 
of alternative suppliers, switching costs, switching time and the supplier 's perspective on Océ. 

High profit 

impact 

Low profit 
impact 

Exploitable Co re • .) 
Nuisance Develop 

• • 
Exploitable Co re • • 
Nuisance Develop 

• • 
Low supply 

risk 

Exploitable Co re 

(f • 
Nuisance Develop • • 

Exploitable Co re 

• • 
Nuisance Develop 

• • 
High supply 

risk 

Figure 4-2: Combined buyer and supplier perspective 

Note that the exact position of a supplier within this figure is arbitrary and only provides a global 
idea of the supply base differentiation. The next paragraph will describe shortly how the Kraljic 
portfolio model is used within Océ's purchasing strategy. 
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4·3 OCÉ PURCHASING STRATEGY 

In the previous paragraph we have been introduced to the Kraljic portfolio rnatruc Océ has 
objectives that are differentiated between the portfolio quadrants. In Table 4-3, we have indicated 
these objectives. 

Kraljic quadrant Objectives 

strategie 
To work more intensive and pro-active on the process level (to imprave QLTC18 

performance). 

For the most important suppliers: to work more intensive and pro-active on 

leverage process level (to im prove QLTC performance); 

For the others: most efficient relationship combined with lowest prices. 

Efficient processes; 

bottleneck Minimize risk (risk management); 

Acceptable prices. 

Efficient relations; 

routine Lowest price; 

Least effort from Océ. 

Table 4-y Océ objectives regarding suppliers by Kraijic quadrant 

4·4 CHARACTERISTICS 

Several authors combine aspects of the purchasing situation with aspects of interorganizational 
systems (e.g. Hartrnann et al. , 2002; Wong et al., 2002; De Graauw, 2003). Hartand Saunders 
(1997) argue that power and trust are important reasons for adoption or non-adoption. As we have 
seen in the previous chapter there are different types of !OSs. In short, compared to tightly 
coupled systems, loosely coupled systems can provide more flexible, more responsive, safer and 
cheaper integration solutions. However, there is still need to differentiate between several 
solutions for certain processes and purchasing situations. 

Finally it is argued that the practical use of coordinating different solutions is not very clear yet, 
which is supported in later work (Daniel and White, 2005). In the following (Table 4-4) , 
characteristics of the purchasing situation are mentioned which can be used for determining the 
suitability of electronk communication methods. 

Product related Market related Supplier related 

• purchase volume • supply risk • long I short term relation 

• importance • predictability demand • (inter)dependency & trust 

• specificity • buying power • size & infrastructure 

Table 4-4: Characteristics ofthe purchasing situation 

The first area of characteristics is related to product characteristics. The purchase volume of a 
product (number of items purchased per period) is important, since this is directly related to the 
number of transachons in a certain time frame. The importance of a product is the impact it has 
on the end product and ultimately on profit. Typically a certain type of product is purchased from 

'
8 QLTC: Quality, Logistics , Technology, Cost 
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a supplier and determines the Kraljic profit impact dimension. The specificity of a product is 
defined as the degree of customization that is required befare supply towards the customer. This 
is also related to the first market related characteristic, supply risk. A generic product is much 
easier to acquire, since switching between suppliers is generally easier and faster. The 
predictability of demand influences the opportunities in sharing demand information. Buying 
power is defined as the degree to which a buyer can make the supplier do things it otherwise 
would not do. It is important since powerful buyers can induce its suppliers to adopt the new 
technology by providing rewards and benefits or they can force them to adopt it with the threat of 
abandoning the partner if it rejects (Hart and Saunders, 1997; Iacovou et al., 1995). 

We can state that, in principle, the product and market related characteristics are the basis for 
positioning a certain product or supplier in the Kraljic portfolio. The supplier related 
characteristics are additional aspects that need to be considered and usually follow logically. The 
length of a supplier relationship is an aspect you have some control over (and is important since 
investments require a certain period to break-even), the (inter)dependency & trust characteristics 
evolves over time and has its effects on the ability to create a win-win situation. Lastly the size & 
infrastructure (or technical capabilities) is a given fact that obviously plays a role here. 

The suitability of a certain salution is not only related to the factors above (which the buying 
company has little control over). There are also internal aspects that should be considered. We 
have already seen that departments should take into account the overall picture and not try to sub
optimize their processes. Moreover, process adaptation might be required to yield structural 
benefits. E.g. when the three-way match process at accounts payable does not work well at this 
time, automating this by implementing EDI will not remave the problems and therefore will not 
result in the desired (and possible) benefits of such a system (Hammer, 1990). 
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5 Model Design 
In the previous three chapters we have seen a number of operational purchasing processes where 
electronic communication can be considered. Several aspects are mentioned which will be structured 
in such way that they form the basis of a model for determining the suitability of these electron ie 
communication methods. After a short introduetion we describe the findings of transaction execution 
role of lOS in paragraph 5.2 and lOS in information sharing in paragraph 5·3 · The chapter is 
concluded with paragraph 5.4, which will show a graphical modelfor lOS suitability. 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters we have identified a number of electronic communication options for 
several processes in operational purchasing. Especially the interaction requirements were found 
to be importanttoselect a suitable lOS. We have already stated that these options are not suitable 
for all situations and therefore a relation bas to be made regarding the purchasing context. 

Basically, it can be said that there are (1) transaction execution roles and (2) coordination roles of 
IT in the supply chain (Kauremaa et al., 2004). The latter, also called information sharing, is more 
easily clone using less integrated solutions. This chapter begins with the transaction execution 
roles of lOS ( message exchange with ordering, expediting and invoicing). The coordination role or 
information sharing is dealt with in paragraph 6.3 and involves supplier performance, inventory 
levels and demand information. 

5.2 TRANSACTION EXECUTION ROLE OF lOS 

The transaction execution role of lOS is involved with processes where bi-directional 
communication is involved. In 5.2.1 and 5.2.2 the typical processes are dealt with; these are 
ordering, expediting and invoice handling. In paragraph 5.2.3 the overall findings are presented in 
tabular form. 

For making statements about the suitability of automation or electtonic communication in 
(interorganizational) processes, we should consider the possibility to change the underlying 
process. Changing the processes might not be in the direct scope of this project, but it was found 
to be impossible to ignore this aspect. It is very useful to have in mind some of the statements 
made on this particular issue: 

"[ ... ] it should use information technology not to automate an e:xisting process but to enable a new one." -
Hammer (1990) 

"The change in processes does not have to be total, but without any process changes, IT becomes merely 
an automatingforce, providing efficiency benefits in a limited scope." - Auramoet al. (2005) 

This can be illustrated by looking at the accounts payable process of matching invoices. 
Information technology and electtonic communication could be used to imprave investigation of 
mismatches, but it is another (and possibly better) option to prevent these mismatches from 
happening. To be able to gain the full potential of information technology, process reengineering 
or process change should be included in the technology adoption decision. 
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5.2.1 ORDERING AND EXPEDITING 

The first option we consider for electronic communication with suppliers in transachons is EDI. 
For large and technically sophisticated business partners, this communication system is valid. For 
smaller partners, this is less straightforward. It is argued (Iacovou et al., 1995; Chwelos et al., 
2001) that the three factors for EDI adoption insmalland medium sized enterprises (SME) are: 
• organizational readiness (financial and technological); 
• extemal pressure (from competitors and partners); 
• perceived benefits (direct and indirect)19

. 

Extemal pressure was found to be the most important facilitator for adopting electronic 
communication (Iacovou et al., 1995). The other two factors (organizational readiness and 
perceived benefits) are however important to be able to increase the integration of such linkages. 
Another study found the drivers for using EDI solutions to be transaction volume and stability of 
relationship. Also the readiness and balance of power are influential aspects (Kauremaa et al., 
2004)· 

EDI is possible, fora process that runs smoothly already (e.g. is standardized). Clark and Stoddard 
(1996) argue that the two dimensions of innovations are technological and process. Benefits of 
simultaneous innovation are much greater than separate innovation efforts. Moreover, it was 
found that EDI alone represents automation of channel processes to reduce costs and errors. The 
greatest benefit of EDI use from this research was found to be the reduction of data entry errors. 
However: 

"[. .. ] technological innovation alone, represented by EDI, was not perceived as offering significant 
opportunities Jor improving manufacturer [. .. ]performance relative to the benefits realized through either 
process innovation or the merger of technological and process innovations."- Clark and Stoddard (1996) 

Meanwhile, the technology was found to be a key enabler for implementing process changes. One 
of such process changes is Vendor Managed Inventory. VMI is of particular interest for situations 
where there is a significant amount of business handled through VMI. The supplier would be 
more eager to join in such an arrangement since this would decrease his inventory level (Hall, 
2001), amongst other things. In addition, for VMI, product characteristics must be relatively 
stable (Clark and Stoddard, 1996). VMI (in combination with EDI or a web based portal) is an 
ordering method that should be considered in cases with fairly predictable demand, or at least 
accurate information, since sharing inaccurate information with suppliers can potentially be more 
harmful than not sharing information at all (Cooper and Tracey, 2005). Moreover, geographical 
distance might play a role here, certainly in the start-up period of such a system. Also, trust 
between companies should be at an appropriate level, since the dependency on each other will 
increase. This method of ordering could greatly reduce (in effect: remove) the flow of 
messagesjtransactions between the customer and the supplier, but in return, trust and 
information accuracy should be present. 

Another good example of process innovation is to consider removing the three-way-match from 
the process by using blanket POs. Contrary to regular POs, blanket POs are used for multiple 

' 9 see table 4-1 
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purebases that occur frequently from the same supplier. This requires agreements befarehand 
including the term (period) for whichthe item is ordered on the blanket P020

• 

Lastly, we have seen that expediting orders using a web based portal is a possible option for 
electronic communication. Moreover, from the feedback of the suppliers using the Océ Supplier 
Portal (see paragraph 7.2) this was one of the issues for future expansion. Note that expediting 
orders by means of a web portal requires the portal to be linked directly to the backend ERP 
system. This reduces the data entry (and resulting errors) and does not require the supplier to 
change its underlying process or systems. 

5.2.2 INVOICE HANDLING 

Besides using proprietary EDI systems for removing paper and automating the invoice handling, 
the translation process for acquiring the proper format can be outsoureed to a third party (e
invoicing) . This is interesting for suppliers that do nothave the technological skilis or backend system 
in place to use EDI (typically these are the smal! suppliers or SMEs). Basically, e-invoicing holds 
two invoicing options for suppliers. The simplest option is an online form which can be used for 
invoice creation. Somewhat more advanced is that the 3rd party e-invoicing provider cantransfarm 
any digital invoices from suppliers into the format the buying company wants to have. Therefore, 
depending on the capabilities (and willingness) of the supplier, e-invoicing should certainly be 
considered. 

Self-billing is a form of invoicing where the buying company is paying what they have received 
rather than what they are billed for. The typical (supplier-created) invoice is replaced by a (buyer
created) credit note. Self-billing is a very interesting option, but there is a strong need for more or 
less stable prices or very good price agreements, since the discussion afterwards might become huge 
if there are discrepancies in the prices that are used for self-billing. For this to work, a great deal 
of trust between partners is necessary. Note that this option is actually a process change, but it will 
provide an opportunity to communicate electronically with suppliers , since the incoming paper 
invoice is replaced by an outgoing, electronic message. Concluding, self-billing can be of 
enormous value, subject to well defined price agreements. 

Another invoice handling option is scanning of paper invoices. Océ delivers products to their 
customers who can do this, and therefore it is appropriate to at least mention this option. 
However, the current ERP system (SAP R/3) is not suitable for this option. A new SAP release 
(mySAP) is expected in 2008, which will be able to handle invoice scanning. 

2 0 As stated in chapter three, Océ currently uses the delivery schedule for these regular purchases and books 
the incoming invoices each on separate SAP entries. 
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SUMMARY 

Table 5-1 below summarizes the findings throughout the report for the transaction execution role 
of I OSs. The table is structured into the columns what (type of lOS) , when (should we consider 
this type), pro (advantages and benefits) and con (disadvantages and problems). 

Wh at Wh en Pro Con 

EDI • Long term • Reduced transaction • Requires one-on-one 

relationship with costs (removal of implementation 

trading partner; manual handling on effort with each new 

• Existing both si des & less data partner; 

(inter)dependency entry errors); • Adoption is 

between buyer and • lmproved cash flow probiernatie for 

supplier); (faster processing & SM Es. 

• High transaction exchange of 

volume; information); 

• Supplier technological • Reduced inventory 

capabilities should levels (shorter order 

suffice; cycle & reduced 

• Smooth process (see ordering costs); 

Table 5-2 for • Higher information 

opportunities). quality. 

RosettaNet • For suppliers who use • See EDI; • RosettaNet standard 

RosettaNet standards • One-time setup of not (yet) considered 

(usually large and PIPs in organization by everyone as the 

high-tech suppliers). which can be used for B2B standard; 

all RosettaNet • Back-end processes 

partners; should be mapped 

• Possibilities of with PIPs; 

expansion of PIPs in • Still difficult for 

other processes. SM Es toa dopt. 
E-invoicing (3 'd • For less "e-ready" • Reduced transaction • Dependency on third 
party) suppliers, such as costs (removal of party; 

most SM Es; paper invoices); 

• High buying power; • One-time setup; 

• Smooth invoice • High flexibility; 

handling. • Expert 3'd party. 

Web Portal • High buying power • Reduced transaction • Internat back-end 

(i.e. for suppliers costs: removal of system "open" via 

where the customer is double data entry, the web; 

sufficiently important) errors and paper; 

• High flexibility; 

• Suppliers don't need 

changes on their side. 

Table 5-1: Framework for transaction execution role of IOS 
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Table 5-1 gives an overview of the IOSs that can be used for transaction execution. The use of 
certain technology might, however, require the underlying process to alter in such way that the 
benefits of the technology are leveraged. Therefore, we include this aspect in Table 5-2. 

Wh at Wh en Pro Con 

VMI • Acc urate information • Re moves transaction • Shift in control 

available ; processes; to supplier; 

• Short geographical • Reduces inventory 

dista nce; level buyer; 

• High level of trust • Reduces inventory 

between part ies ; level supplier 

• Buyer should be large (im proved production 

customer for the supplier; steering for supplie r) ; 

• Stabie product 

characterist ics; 

Self-billing • Price arrangements • Customer does not • lf price 

shou ld be very strong; depend on invoice sent discussions 

• For VMI arrangements; by suppl ier; occu r, no 

• Eases (automating) the benefits are 

three-way-match gained; 

process (pay received 

vs. pay billed); 

• Supported by 

RosettaNet (PIP 3C7); 

Blanket POs I • Continuous stream of • Eases invoice • Decreased 

removal of three- purchases ; handling; controL 

way-match • High level of trust. 

Table 5-2: Framework for process changes that leverage IOS use 

5·3 INFORMATION SHARING ROLE OF lOS 

Communicating performance scores (for Océ, these are e.g. LPI and PPM) on a routine basis will 
increase the awareness of both buyer and the supplier on these scores and ultimately increases 
the effort to imprave these scores. One very important aspect to consider hereis the characteristic 
of interactivity of the process. Communication of knowledge (here: the performance scores of the 
supplier) where the information system only has to provide one-way information exchange, is 
much easier to implement and has much less constraints for implementation. In fact, the data 
accuracy is the only prerequisite for this process. 

Intheir study, Kauremaa et al. (2004) name the typical types of information sharing, which are 
inventory levels and (demand) forecast, and indicate how progressive companies make use of 
these types of information sharing. The results can beseen in Table 5-3 below. 

Case ITsolution Volume Orders lnvoices lnformation sharing 

Kone SBU • Web portal key yes yes • inventory 

• EDI 

Rocla • Web portal 30% yes yes • inventory 

• demand information 
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Datex-Ohm eda • 3'a party hub 95% yes no • demand forecasts 

Vaisela • 3'a party hub 85% yes planned • inventory 

lnstruments • demand information 

• demand forecasts 

Elcoteq • Web portal key yes yes • inventory 

• EDI • demand forecasts 

Table 5·]: The use of IT in progressive companies 

Volatile demand information is one of the key reasans to exchange information on inventory and 
demand rapidly. Other reasans are short product life-cycles and frequent new product 
introductions. It is suggested that the more demand varies, the more it is useful to share demand 
information. In less volatile environments, using IT for information sharing is not that vital, since 
it is not necessary to have very fast responses. However, the general benefits of using IT over 
manual handling (e.g. no paperwork, less data entry and errors) still apply. 

The companies that use IT solutions for transaction and coordination towards suppliers, typically 
use this IT for a (small) group of suppliers. An exception to this "rule" is when companies use 
web portals or 3'd party hubs; in these cases the system is more easily scaled up toa wide range of 
suppliers (Kauremaa et al., 2004) . 

We have seen several information sharing opportunities , e.g. performance scores, inventory levels 
and demand forecasts . It was already concluded that less integrated solutions (i.e. web based 
portal) are the most useful for information sharing. Note that Table 5-4 does not include any 
negative associations, since the sharing of information is always a positive thing, given that: (r) 
there is no information overlaad and (2) the information is accurate. 

Wh at Wh en Pro 
Supplier • For key suppliers; • Routinely show that the performance of 

Performance • Possibility to expand to all the supplier is very important; 

Scores suppliers. • lt helps the discussion on how to 

improve. 

Demand • For key items; • Suppliers can act timely; 

information I • Also in combination with VMI. 

forecasts 

lnventory • For key items; • Suppliers can act timely; 

information • Also in combination with VMI. 

Table 5-4: Framework for information sharing role of IOS 

Especially inventory and demand information is typically very volatile in nature in the sense that 
in order to use this information, the supplier needs frequent updates of this information. Thus, 
the ros for providing this data to the supplier should be able to handle these frequent updates. 
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5·4 CONCLUSION 

In this paragraph, the relevant information from the previous sections will be structured in such a 
way that we can apply them for the Océ situation (in chapter seven) . The resulting model should 
have as input what we know (process and purchasing situation) and should have as output what 
we want to know (which electronic communication method is most suitable). Before a definitive 
model is presented, the dimensions are illustrated briefly in 5-4-1. 

5-4-1 DIMENSIONS FOR lOS SUITABILITY 

In chapter two, a combined buyer supplier perspective model was introduced. This is included 
here again (see Figure 5-1). This model shows the balance of power within the supply base. Since 
we have noted that no single standard for electronic communication exists, and implementation 
of integrated solutions (e.g. EDI) is still fairly expensive, the balance of power is very important 
when consiclering adopting a form of electronic communication. 

High profit 
impact 

Low profit 
impact 

Exploitable 

Nuisance 

Exploitable 

Nuisance 

Low supply 
risk 

High supply 
risk 

Figure 5-1: Buyer / Supplier Perspectives 

The green colour can be seen as the situations where the buyer is of reasonable interest to the 
supplier (balance of power equal or in favour ofbuyer). Hartand Saunders (1997) define power as 
a firm's capacity to influence another organization to act in a prescribed manner. This balance of 
power increases with the supplier's dependency on the buyer. 

These situations are the frrst and easiest to deploy IOS. You can expect from the supplier a certain 
effort to workon the relationship and therefore also try to imprave communication by using lOS. 
This does not mean that lOS use with the yellow and red coloured suppliers is not possible; in 
these cases suppliers have more input (and hopefully their own thoughts) of using electronic 
communication methods. Themainthing is to keep informing and keep being informed about 
this issue with all suppliers. 
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Two other main aspects for lOS suitability are the transaction volume and the technological 
capabilities of the supplier 2 1

• The transaction volume basically is input for the business case for 
EDI. Although EDI costs (implementation and maintenance) have decreased over the years, still a 
large amount of transachons is required to validate the investment (a long-term relationship is 
therefore also necessary) . Even if a buyer has extreme power over all suppliers, a hundred percent 
system-to-system integration is not possible. This is also due to the fact that technologkal 
capabilities of suppliers are not always sufficient. 

It should be noted that the systems in Table 5-1 can be initiated by the buying company and by 
providing a choice to the supplier which system they want to use, a high adoption rate can be 
achieved. E.g. if a supplier is not interested (for some reason) in EDI or RosettaNet, using a web 
based portal is an alternative to imprave the operational purchasing function. 

5+2 RESULTS 

By combining the dimensions from 5+1 for the considered types of lOS, we acquire Figure 5-2 
below. This model indicates the suitability of the IOS for transaction execution processes. The 
most difficult situation is when the balance of power is strongly in favour of the supplier and its 
technical capabilities are low. We can only hope that these are rare and avoidable situations. 

High 

Techn ica! 

capabilities 

supplier 

Low 

lntegrated lOS lntegrated 
(EDI I (Supplier's) lOS 

RosettaNet I 
Web portal I 
e-invoicing Supplier's lOS 

Web Portal I Manually 
e-invoicing 

Web portal I Manually 
e-invoicing 

Buyer ~ Balance of power -7 Supplier 

Figure 5-2: IOS Suitability Model 

D High transaction 

volume 

D 
Low transaction 

vo lume 

2 1 Trends for the future are actually dealing with exactly these two issues. Developing e-business standards 
(one example is RosettaNet) that are global and cross-industry make transaction volume less important or 
not important at all, since this standard will be used by everybody. This is an area to continuously have in 
mind, but a solution is not expected in the near future. Another (and also related) issue is the use of web 
based systems (in house or 3rd party) which lessen the need for technical capable suppliers. 
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5-4-3 NOTES 

Note that process changes in Table 5-2 are not dependent on the lOS that is used, but tagether 
with the ros can leverage the operational improvements which are the ultimate goal of electronk 
communication. The trends in lOS will make that the critical transaction volume for integrated 
solutions will decrease and technica! capabilities of suppliers will increase. It is important to keep 
in mind the trends in the market and to continuously address these issues with suppliers in order 
to tagether decrease the operational, non value-adding tasks in purchasing. 

For the information sharing role of I OSs, one canthink of supplier performance scores, demand 
forecasts and inventory information. Due to the volatile nature of this kind of information, an lOS 
is suitable which is directly linked to the buyer's back-end system. Moreover, semi-integrated 
solutions are found to be appropriate. This means that web based portal systems are suitable for 
this kind of communication with suppliers. 
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6 Application of the Model 
Th is chapter will apply the model from the previous chapter for the Océ situation and forthermore 
present the findings from the introduetion of the Océ Supplier Portal in 6.3. In paragraph 6.4 some 
important trends are discussed and in paragraph 6.5 the results of the research are presented. 

6.1 ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATION AS AN OPPORTUNITY 

For decades, information technology has provided opportunities to make business processes more 
efficient. For a long time, these were "just" internal business processes. Gradually, more and 
more interest was found for interorganizational processes. The information systems that are used 
for these interorganizational processes are called interorganizational information systems, or 
I OSs. 

For many years, electronic data interchange (EDI) was the only system for automating transaction 
processes. Although EDI was, and is, popular in some environments, it never reached a very high 
adoption rate. This is because of the lack of standards and huge implementation effort. With the 
internet, EDI is becoming less expensive and new forms of lOS are appearing. This makes 
electronic communication also possible for the smalland medium sized enterprises (SMEs). 

Basically, there are two kinds of processes where lOS can be of great importance. These are the (r) 
transaction execution processes (e.g. ordering, expediting and invoicing) and (2) information 
sharing. There are integrated (EDI, RosettaNee2

) and semi-integrated (e-invoicing, web portal) 
solutions for the transaction execution processes. For information sharing, it was found that semi
integrated solutions are most suitable. 

Why would we want to adopt lOS? Throughout this report, and specifically in chapter 3, 
numerous benefits of electronic communication between buyer and supplier are mentioned. The 
most important direct benefits are increased operational efficiency and the removal of manual 
work resulting in faster process cycles with fewer errors. As a result, cash flow can be improved, 
inventory levels can be reduced and the partner relationship grows stronger with increased 
information sharing. However, it was also found that electronic communication alone is only able 
to do so much for these ultimate goals. Real and structural benefits can be achieved when 
leveraging the electtonic communication with process changes. 

22 RosettaNet is described in paragraph 3.5.2 and is a standarde-business framework, mainly for high-tech 
industries, which is applicable for Océ. Flextronics and Celestica are examples of suppliers who are memher 
of RosettaN et. 
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6.2 OCÉ SITUATION APPLIED 

Besides the nature of the processes being transactional or informative, it was found that the 
specific purchasing context determines if a certain type of interorganizational system (lOS) is 
suitable. A strong determinant of the purchasing context is the balance of power, which can be 
illustrated by combining supplier and customer portfolio models. Figure 6-I gives an overview of 
the Océ situation by specifying the number of suppliers in each category. 

High profit 
impact 

Low profit 
impact 

Exploitable 

Nuisance 

Exploitable 

Nuisance 

Low supply 
risk 

High supply 
risk 

Figure 6-1: Buyer / Supplier Perspectives for Océ 

The green colour can be seen as the situations where Océ is of great interest to the supplier 
(balance of power equal or in favour of Océ). These situations are the first and easiest to deploy 
lOS. You can expect from the supplier a certain effort to workon the relationship and therefore 
also try to imprave communication by using lOS. This does nat mean that lOS use with the 
yellow and red coloured suppliers is nat possible; in these cases suppliers have more input (and 
hopefully their own thoughts) of using electtonic communication methods. The main thing is to 
keep informing and keep being informed about this issuewithall suppliers. 

Besides the balance of power between Océ and its suppliers, two other aspects were found to be 
very important. First, the transaction volume with a certain supplier is important since integrated 
solutions (Océ backend system connected with supplier backend system) require an investment 
which needs to be paid back with the cast benefits of the system. Therefore a long-term 
relationship can become necessary to justify the investment (see Appendix F). Obviously, the 
technica! capabilities (and lOS experiences) of the supplier are important as well for these 
integrated solutions. This gives an indication whether the (I) supplier is willing and capable of 
implementing integrated electtonic communication and (2) if the integrated lOS is technically 
possible at all. 
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In the previous chapter, an lOS suitability model was introduced (see Figure 6-2). This model 
includes the aforementioned aspects and it is indicated which type of lOS is suitable for which 
case. Below, the lOS types are described shortly. 

• EDI: two-way integrated information system requiring one-on-one implementation effort 
for each connection. 

• RosettaNet: two-way (XML based) integrated e-business standard developed for high-tech 
industry which can be enforced by web applications. 

• Web Portal: buyer-side integrated lOS that only requires the supplier to use a web browser 
for transactions. 

• E-invoicing: third-party lOS to receive and translate any supplier invoice format into 
required invoice format. 

• Supplier's lOS: integrated or non-integrated lOS that is suggested by the supplier 

High 

Technica! 

capabil ities 

supplier 

Low 

lntegrated lOS lntegrated 
(EDI I (Supplier's) lOS 

RosettaNet I 
Web portal I 
e-invoicing Supplier•s lOS 

Web Portal I Manually 
e-invoicing 

e-invoicing 

Buyer f- Balance of power -7 Supplier 

Figure 6-2: IOS Suitability Model 

D High transaction 

volume 

D 
Low transaction 

volume 

Using EDI is suitable in cases with a high transaction volume. Why? EDI currently requires an 
investment of about € rs .ooo for each implementation (we refer to Appendix F for more details). 
On a long enough time frame, this investment will be justified eventually (since each new 
transaction saves money compared with the old transaction). However, due to the uncertainties in 
the market and supplier relations , the payback period of such an investment should nat exceed 
the expected supplier relation. Therefore, a high transaction volume is also concerned with the 
(expected) length of the relation between Océ and the supplier. Probably no more than 5 - ro 
suppliers are suitable for using EDI. Here, the other two dimensions in the model, balance of 
power and technica! capabilities should betaken into account; the supplier should be willing and 
able to participate in such an lOS. 
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In general, Océ's transaction volume with its suppliers is nat very high (compared to, e.g. the 
automotive manufacturers) . Therefore, one particular interesting issue is the RosettaNet standard, 
which is also a two-way integrated lOS. By exploring the suppliers' capabilities, it will become 
clear whether (and when) or nat implementing RosettaNet standards (PIPs) is worth considering. 

Two great opportunities for Océ are in e-invoicing and web based portaL E-invoicing is a farm of 
lOS where an expert third party translates the invoices sent by suppliers into the required Océ 
format for automatic processing and therefore reducing transaction casts. The implementation is 
clearly different from EDI-like solutions since this is a one time setup between Océ and the third 
party. Connecting suppliers with such a system is clone by the third party and requires little or no 
effort on the Océ side of the lOS. 

A web portal is a buyer-side integrated lOS that is very useful in cases where suppliers have low 
technica! capabilities and transaction volume is nat high enough to justify implementing a two
way-integrated salution (such as EDI) . A portal salution requires no changes (on hardware and 
software) for the supplier; it only requires them to use a web browser to transact directly with 
Océ's internal system. This reduces transaction casts by removing double data entry, errors and 
paper. This type of lOS is a direct opportunity for Océ when the new SAP system will be 
implemented next year. The new system provides the opportunities to use a buyer-side integrated 
lOS since it focuses more on the web applications compared to the current system. 

Lastly, when the balance of power is clearly in favour of the supplier, a supplier suggested lOS is 
an opportunity to yield benefits similar to the buyer suggested farms of lOS. Table 6-r below 
summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the suggested farms aflOS. 

Form of lOS Pro Con 

EDI • Reduced transaction costs (removal • Requires one-on-one 

of manual handling on both sides & implementation effort with each new 

less data entry errors); partner; 

• lm proved cash flow (fa ster • Adoption is probiernatie for SMEs . 

processing & exchange of 

information); 

• Reduced inventory levels (shorter 

order cycle & reduced ordering 

costs); 

• Higher information quality . 

RosettaNet • See EDI; • RosettaNet standard not (yet) 

• One-time setup of PIPs in considered by everyone as the B2B 

organization which can be used for standard; 

all RosettaNet partners; • Back-end processes should be 

• Possibilities of expansion of PIPs in mapped with PIPs; 

other processes. • Still difficult forSMEs to adopt. 

E-invoicing (3'd • Reduced transaction costs (removal • Dependency on third party; 

party) of paper invoices); 

• One-time setup; 

• High flexibility; 

• Expert 3'd party . 

Web Portal • Reduced transaction costs: removal • Internat back-end system "open" via 

of double data entry, errors and the web; 
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paper; 

• High flexibility; 

• Suppliers don't need changes on 
their side. 

Table 6-1: Advantages and disadvantages of IOS types 

As we have stated before, leveraging IOSs with process changes can increase the benefits from 
such a system. In paragraph 6.2.1 , we will discuss the opportunities for Océ in process changes. 

6.2.1 PROCESS CHANGES 

Currently, only single orders and incoming invoices on these orders are smooth enough to be 
adopted in the EDI process. We have seen that greater benefitscan be accomplished, especially by 
automating invoice handling on delivery schedules, but then this ordering process should be 
revised. 

One of the options is to use a blanket purchase order (PO). A blanket PO is used to book 
incoming invoices. This option might be suitable for suppliers where there exists a high level of 
trust and for products that are purchased on a regular basis. However, from the interviews it 
became clear that using blanket POs requires shortening the period that is used today for delivery 
schedules. This is necessary (at least for now) because any discrepancies can build upon each 
other and shortening the period for the agreement would increase the visibility in these 
discrepancies enormously. This is also due to the fact that there is a decrease in controL 

Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) should be investigated in further detail, especially from a 
logistics perspective, but from a purchasing perspective we can argue the following. It is possible 
to remove most of the transactions between Océ and the supplier and still reduce inventory levels 
at both the supplier and Océ. To be able to do this, it is noteven necessary to implement "heavy" 
solutions as EDI or RosettaNet, but semi-integrated solutions as a web portal will suffice (see also 
paragraph 3-3) . There are some important requirements for VMI. The availability of accurate 
information on inventory as well as demand is the most important requirement. For a supplier to 
actually yield benefits from VMI, and therefore to be interested, the percentage of its business 
through VMI should be considerable23• 

Self billing is a method for invoicing which is generally used in combination with VMI (and 
consignment). Using selfbilling will allow Océ tosend a credit note to the supplier, which makes 
the matching of payments with goods ordered and received a lot easier. Océ would not be 
depending on the invoice sent by the supplier. However, one should be aware that it is necessary 
to have good price agreements with the supplier and these prices should be relatively stable. 
Obviously, this form of invoicing is of particular value in cases where the amount of goods 
received is highly volatile and where partial deliveries are very common. 

6.2.2 INFORMATION SHARING 

Sharing information was found to be a best practice without the restrictions that the transaction 
execution IOSs have. Semi-automated systems are suitable for information sharing and since this 

23 Depending on the supplier and the VMI conditions 
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is one directional communication, there are few restrictions to actually deploy such a function. 
There are however, things to keep in mind, but these seem trivial; one should be aware of 
information overload and for wrong information, since this might work contrary to what it is 
meant for: providing (selected) suppliers with information to streamline the supply process. 

In fact , a start has already been made in the form of an Océ Supplier PortaL One of the main 
characteristics of a portal solution is that there is one clear channel for communication with 
suppliers. Ideally, all communication with suppliers goes through the same channel, but this is 
simply not possible to realise for one hundred percent24

• Paragraph 6-3 will go into further detail 
on the implementation of the Océ Supplier PortaL Note that performance scores in the SAP 
system are relatively stabie in the sense that they are being updated only once a month. 

6.3 SUPPLIER PORTAL IMPLEMENTATION 

In an early phase of this study, it was clear that providing suppliers with information via a web 
based system was a way of improving communication drastically without having to change 
underlying processes. Therefore, a supplier portal was introduced (using the already in place 
application software) and one of the most important features currently operational, is the 
presentation of supplier performance scores. This paragraph shortly describes the results and 
findings from this (sub) project. 

6.3-r CONTENTSOF THE SUPPLIER PORTAL 

The Supplier Portal contains general information, which all suppliers have access to (provided 
that they have received their login codes). This holds for example the (current) ordering methods 
and information on the product documentation package, containing Océ standards and 
specifications. Moreover, as stated before, the portal holds information that is supplier specific; 
e.g. their performance scores, LPI and PPM. The web based system is very useful for providing 
this kind of information towards the suppliers since it is fairly easy to scale up, it does not require 
the supplier' s internal systems to change and continuous improvement and expansion is possible. 
Currently, the supplier performance scores are refreshed monthly by a software agent. 

6.3.2 FEEDBACK FOR IMPROYEMENT 

Using a system like the Supplier Portal is a great way of opening up the discussion on future 
improvements, internally as wellas externally. From both sicles numerous questions and remarks 
arose and can be used for the continuous improvement of the system, but also related systems, 
such as EDI linkages. 

Internally we found expansion opportumtles for accounts payable information. Payment 
overviews and open invoices are things that can be implemented (relatively easy) in the near 
future. Primary feedback that was received from suppliers was the possibility for expediting 
orders and receiving forecast information on future demand. To be able to implement these kinds 
of expansions, it is very well possible to use another system than the current technology the 
Supplier Portal is based on. Especially the use of a back-end connected portal should be 

24 Other channels, as e-mail, phone and face-to-face will be also be used for communications, and are 
actually preferable in certain situations , e.g. problem solving. 
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considered in the future, since the new mySAP ERP system, which is more suitable for these 
kinds of applications , is scheduled for implementation next year. 

In short, it is generally agreed that the introduetion of the supplier portal as main communication 
channel towards the suppliers is just the first step towards information sharing and possible 
transaction execution as well. With the implementation of the new SAP system next year, a web 
portal salution creates great opportunities for Océ in information sharing as well as in transaction 
execution. 

6.4 TRENDS 

Transaction volume and technica! capabilities are issues that need to be overcome in the future. 
Trends in lOS are dealing with these two issues. The development of e-business standards (one 
example is RosettaNet) that are globally and cross-industry make transaction volume less 
important or not important at all, since this standard is used by everybody. This is an area to 
continuously have in mind, but a salution is not expected in the near future. Another (and also 
related) issue is the use of web based systems (in house or 3rd party) which lessen the need for 
technica! capable suppliers . This is a direct opportunity to yield the benefits of IOSs for 
companies like Océ. 

6.5 CONCLUSION 

There are great opportunities for Océ regarding electronic communication with suppliers. 
Integrated solutions as EDI were found to have important benefits as improved transaction 
efficiency but also improved cash flow and reduced inventory. However, most importantly, lOS 
systems (like EDI) were found to be an enabler of process impravement 

We have identified Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI) , Blanket PO and self-billing as the main 
process changes which leverage electronic communication with suppliers. From a purchasing 
perspective, VMI reduces the transachons in the supply chain by shifting the control of 
praeurement towards the supplier. Note that VMI should be investigated in further detail with a 
logistics perspective, especially to research the effects on the bullwhip effect and inventory levels. 

U sing a blanket PO is another option to streamline the transactions between Océ and its 
suppliers. It was found that the current ordering method (based on delivery schedules) is not 
directly suitable for automation. A blanket PO eases this process by removing the strict matching 
of invoices to delivery schedules (which is probiernatie at this point due to misaligned contracts, 
see paragraph 2.3.3 for further details). Consequently, by streamlining this process, possibilities 
for electronic invoice handling will arise. 

With self-billing, where no invoice is received from a supplier, Océ will deterrnine and create the 
contents of the invoice. This eases the accounts payable processes by removing the dependenee on 
the received invoice for the three-way-match. Prerequisites for this method of invoicing are that 
there are very strong price agreements and trust between Océ and the supplier. 

The Océ purchasing context does not allow a high adoption ra te of EDI linkages (at this time) with 
suppliers. This is due to the fact that EDI requires high transaction volume, high technica! 
capabilities from suppliers and such a balance of power in the relationship that an 
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implementation is suitable for both parties. Other forms of IOS provide great opportunities for 
Océ as well. E-invoicing is a form of lOS where an expert third party is involved by translating 
incoming supplier invoices into a format that suits the Océ needs. In contrast to EDI, e-invoicing 
only requires a one-time implementation, where the third party will take care of the deployment 
of the supplier linkages. 

Probably the greatest opportunityin electronic communication for Océ is the use of a buyer-side 
web portaL Such a portal is suitable for the transaction with suppliers (expediting, invoicing) as 
well as information sharing, such as inventory levels and demand forecasts. A start with such a 
system has already been made in the form of a supplier portal, which was received very positively, 
both intemally as extemally. The new SAP system which is scheduled for implementation next 
year will boost the opportunities for web based portal solutions since this new ERP system has a 
strong focus on web based solutions. 

Another opportunity is in the RosettaNet e-business standard for high-tech companies. 
RosettaNet specifies almost everything (process, message and transport infrastructure) for the 
transachons between a buyer and a supplier and therefore does not require the one-on-one 
implementation that EDI systems need. In short, if a company uses a certain RosettaNet standard 
(in the form of RosettaNet PIPs) it can communicate with every other company that has 
implemented the same PIPs. However, as with many standardizing efforts in B2B 
communication, the question rises if this is the right horse to bet on. It is recommended to 
continuously monitor the developments in this area, especially since RosettaNet has already 
proved that it can be of enormous value. 

To conclude this chapter we note that the different types of IOS and process changes do not 
exclude each other. The challenge is to achieve a good fit between the options and the purchasing 
situation. A differentiated supply base requires a differentiated lOS strategy. This report tries to 
shed light onto the considerations regarding this challenge. 
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7 Conclusions and Recommendations 
This chapter concludes the thesis by stating the most important findings from the research on 
opportunities in electronic communication. Important recommendations are given and lastly, the 
limitations of the project are addressed. 

7.1 CONCLUSIONS 

The objective of the research was to develop a model that can determine which method of 
electronic communication is suitable fora certain purchasing situation (chapter 5). This was clone 
to be able to identify the opportunities for Océ regarding electronic communication with its 
suppliers (chapter 6) . 

Several options for electronic communication with suppliers were illustrated. This electronic 
communication is possible by using interorganizational information systems (IOSs). Two 
important roles of lOS were identified. One the one hand, lOS can be used for transaction 
execution (ordering, expediting, invoicing) and on the other hand, information sharing was found 
to be an important role ofiOS. 

Moreover, it was found that lOS can be used as an enabler for overall process impravement 
Combining the use of information technology with process changes leverages its benefits. The 
main benefits are increased operational efficiency and the remaval of manual work resulting in 
faster process cycles with fewer errors. As a result, cash flow can be improved, inventory levels 
can be reduced and the partner relationship grows stronger with increased information sharing25

• 

Four types ofiOS are included in this research. 
• EDI: two-way integrated information system requiring one-on-one implementation effort 

for each connection. 
• RosettaNet: two-way (XML based) integrated e-business standard developed for high-tech 

industry which can be enforced by web applications. 

• Web Portal: buyer-side integrated lOS that only requires the supplier to use a web browser 
for transactions. 

• E-invoicing: third-party lOS to receive and translate any supplier invoice format into 
required invoice format. 

An lOS suitability model was constructed that consistsof three dimensions. Transaction volume, 
balance of power and technical capabilities are important to determine the suitability of IOSs. 
Process changes that are related to electronic communication were also included. Vendor 
Managed lnventory (VMI) and easing the three-way-match by using blanket POs or self-billing are 
three options to leverage the benefits ofiOS use. 

25 Chapter 3 goes into further detail on these benefits. 
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The condusion of chapter 6 illustrates the most important outcomes of the research for Océ. We 
ended that chapter by stating that the challenge is to achieve a good fit between the lOS options 
and the purchasing situation, and that this report tries to shed light onto the considerations 
regarding this challenge. Additionally, we like to recommend a few things . 

We like to stress that cross functional project teams for implementation and development are 
essential, since lOS not only rise above organizational boundaries, but certainly also above 
departmental boundaries within companies. 

The supplier portal has been a great starting point for using electronic communication to improve 
processes between Océ and its suppliers . lts development, however, should be a continuous 
process of extending and improving. Note that restrictions of the current application framework 
will rise in this process. Opportunities will increase for Océ when the new ERP system will be 
implemented, especially with web based transaction execution and enhanced information 
sharing. It is also important to keep monitoring the developments in the area of B2B standards 
(e.g. RosettaNet). 

7·3 NOTES / FURTHER RESEARCH 

There are some limitations to this research which are necessary to address. Due to the explorative 
nature of the research it was difficult to give a precise indication of the costs and benefits of the 
different forms of lOS. This is enforced by the fact that each organizational situation is unique (in 
terms of processes, technica! capabilities, but also culture etc.) . Also we can state that it is difficult 
to assign the exact cause of a particular effect after lOS adoption. 

This research was aimed at the order function of purchasing. Of course, there are possibilities in 
the field of tactical purchasing as well (e.g. in product data management) . Here, it is possible to 
use web based techniques as well. R&D was outside the scope of the project and therefore product 
data interchange (PDI) was not investigated in great detail. Currently, this is a semi-automated 
process where manual actions are necessary to start a process which informs the suppliers that 
new product data is available on an FTP location, where the supplier has to log in and download 
the information. In the benchmark, there were no findings regarding this process. However, a 
short market research has shown that the current provider of Océ 's Product Data Management 
System (PDMS) offers web based functionality, which allows extemal users (supply partners) to 
access specific locations of the intemal PDMS system. 

Process changes, especially VMI, should be investigated further (with alogistics perspective). The 
situation of OPS is a very good starting point. To conclude, Appendix I gives an indication for new 
information technologyin other field of business. 
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Appendix A: Abbreviations 

B2B 
CODP 
DDS 
EAI 
EDI 
ERP 
ERS 
FTP(S) 
HTTP(S) 
iDOC 
ros 
LPI 
MDP 
MRP 
OEM 
OPS 
PDI 
PDP 
PDMS 
PIP 
PO 
PPM 
PR 
PSC 
QLTC 
RFC 
RFI 
RFQ 
SME 
SMTP 
VAN 
VMI 
WFPS 
XI 
XML 

Business to Business 
Customer Order Decoupling Point 
Digital Document Systems 
Enterprise Application Integration 
Electronk Data Interchange 
Enterprise Resource Planning (system) 
Evaluated Receipt Settiement 
(Secure) File Transfer Protocol 
(Secure) HyperText Transfer Protocol 
Intermediate (SAP) Document 
Interorganizational Information System 
Logistics Performance Indicator 
Manufacturing & Delivery Plan 
Material Resource Planning 
Original Equipment Manufacturer 
Océ Printing Systems (Poing) 
Product Data Interchange 
Product Documentation Package 
Product Data Management System 
Partner Interface Process (RosettaNet's standard B2B business processes) 
Purchase Order 
Parts Per Million (Quality indicator) 
Purchase Requisition 
Product Supply Conditions 
Quality, Logistics, Technology, Cost 
Remote Function Call 
Request for Information 
Request for Quotation 
Smalland Medium-sized Enterprises 
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 
Value Added Network 
Vendor Managed Inventory 
Wide Format Printing Systems 
Exchange Infrastructure (SAP's Enterprise Application Integration) 
Extensible Markup Language 
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Appendix B: Full Organization Chart 
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Appendix C: Océ Purchasing Process Messages 
source: Océ standard for electronic ordering 
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Appendix D: EDI Standards 

EDI Standards 

Standard lndustry-Specific location-Specific Standards Development 

ANSI X12 All industries, North America American National Standards lnstitute (ANSI), 

particularly prevalent Accredited Standards Committee (ASC), Data 

in manufacturing and Interchange Standards Association (DISA) 

distribution 

TDCC Transportation North Am erica Specialization using ANSI X.12, incorporated 

into ANSI standards 

u cc Grocery North America Specialization using ANSI X.12, incorporated 

into ANSI standards 

WINS Warehousing North America Specialization using ANSI X.12, incorporated 

into ANSI standards 

HIP AA Healthcare United States only Specialization using ANSI X.12, mandated by 

U.S. government 

EDIFACT All outs i de North International United Nations Economie Commission for 

America; embraced by Europe (UN/ECE), Working Party on the 

auto in dustry within Facilitation of International Tra de (UN WP4), 

North America International Standards Association (ISO) 

Tradacom All United Kingdom Artiele Number Association (ANA), variant of 

EDIFACT 

ANSI X12 and EDIFACT are the two most important standards. 
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Appendix E: RosettaNet, ebXML and Web services 
source: Introduetion to RosettaNet by Hussein Badakhchani (rzjo6jzoo4) 
http-1/devzdev bea.comfpubfafzoo4frz(RosettaNet html (last accessed: April, 2007) 

RosettaNet and ebXML 
Let's try to put RosettaNet in context by looking at the other XML-based BzB integration initiatives, namely 
ebXML. ebXML is aften described as a horizontal BzB standard, meaning a set of specifications that is 
common to all e-business; it is general and not specific to any particular sector or industry. RosettaNet, on 
the other hand, is a vertical standard; it focuses on the needs of specific industries (for example, electronic 
components manufacturers) and the business area of supply chain automation and optimization. Since the 
creation of both initiatives there has been some duplication and convergence of the specifications in these 
standards. Perhaps the best way to conceptualize how these standards fit in with each other is to consider 
RosettaNet (vertical) plugging into to ebXML (horizontal). A good example of this is the use of the ebXML 
Business Process Specification Schema (BPSS) to describe RosettaNet Partner Interface Processes (PIPs)@. 
As we shall see later, PIPs define business process between partners. 

RosettaNet, Implementation, and Web Services 
To see how RosettaNet sits with Web services let's start by defining Web services. The term Web services 
will be taken to mean using SOAP and WSDL to describe and access services over the network. Many 
organizations have identified the benefits of using Web services to implement their business processes. 
These include the open standards on which Web services are based, the service-orientated approach, and 
the degree of flexibility of implementation, which allows reuse of existing infrastructure and skills. All this 
sounds very familiar, and at this point you may be thinking, "If I can implement my business processes 
using Web services, what's the benefit of using RosettaNet?" To answer this question we need to look at 
business processes in more detail and gain an understanding of the difference between public and private 
processes. A business process consists of a set of steps that, when executed, accomplish a certain business 
goal. The RosettaNet Implementation Framewerk (RNIF) defines private processes as business processes 
that are internal to the organization and public processes as invalving interactions with trading partners. To 
start with, let's consider a simple business process: requestinga quote. The customer issues a requestfora 
quote from a supplier by sending a message that contains the specifications of the quote. The supplier 
checks for the availability of the items in the inventory, and if it can meet the requirements of the quote, it 
sends the quote to the customer. If the supplier cannot meet the requirements of the quote, it may identifY 
another supplier for the customer. In this case, a referral is sent to the customer. 

In this example, checking the availability of items in the supplier's inventory and identifYing alternative 
suppliers are internal processes that are not visible to the customer and do not involve trading partners. 
Such processes are therefore private. Typically, organizations have their own custom implementations for 
private processes that adhere to their own internal standards. They could utilize Java, CORB A, Web 
services, or any combination of legacy technologies. In the frrst step of our example the customer issues a 
requestfora quote from the supplier; this is a public process. The problem of using Web services alone to 
implement this step is that without a clearly defined dialog between trading partners, we soon run into one 
of the key probierus faced by EDI: we would have a dijfèrent implementation of this service for every trading 
partner we want to deal with. By ensuring our Web service implementation of this public process adheres to 
RosettaNet standards, we can request a quote from any number of trading partners that do the same, 
without having to reinvent the wheel every time. RosettaNet and Web services are therefore complimentary, 
and Web services serve as an excellent implementation mechanism for the RNIF. lt should be stressed, 
however, that we are not restricted to using Web services as an implementation for RosettaNet. Private 
business processes can be implemented with any suitable technology including Web services, but it makes 
sense to ensure that public processes adhere to RosettaNet specifications as this standardizes BzB 
communications between trading partners. In a typical implementation model we may expect to find 
custom Web services to be used to handle private business processes and RosettaNet-compliant services to 
handle public processes. 
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The next figure indicates the RosettaNet growth in terrns of partner connections (left) and 
partners & PIPs (right) (source: council scorecards december 2006). 

• Tot al partner connectio ns • Tot al unique partners c Tot al unique PIPs 
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RosettaNet clusters, segments and PIPs 
Clusters Segments 

0: RosettaNet Support OA: Administrative 

OC: Testing 

1: Partner Product & Service lA: Partner Review 

Review lB: Product & Service Review 

2: Product lnformation 2A: Preparation for Distri bution 

2B: Product Change Notification 

2C: Product Design lnformation 

2D: Collaborative Design & Engineering 

3: Order Management 3A: Quote & OrderEntry 

3B: Transportation & Distribution 

3C: Returns & Finance 

3D: Product Configuration 

4: lnventory Management 4A: Collaborative Forecasting 

4B: lnventory Allocation 

4C: lnventory Reporting 

4D: lnventory Replenishment 

4E: Sales Reporting 

4F: Price Proteetion 

S: Marketing lnformation Mgmt SA: Lead Opportunity Management 

SB: Marketing Campaign Management 

6: Service and Support 6A: Provide and Administer Warranties, Service Packages, and Contract Services 

6B: Provide and Administer Asset Management (Merged with 6A) 

6C: Technica! Support and Service Management 

7: Manufacturing 7A: Design Transfer 

7B : Manage Manufacturing WO & WIP 

7C: Distribute Manufacturing lnformation 

In section 3A Quote and Order En try, the following are examples of PIPs: 

• PIP 3Ar: Request Quote 
• PIP 3A2: Request Price and Availability 
• PIP 3A3: Request Shopping Cart Transfer 
• PIP 3A4: Request Purchase Order 
• PIP 3A5: Query Order Status 
• PIP 3A6: Distribute Order Status 
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Appendix F: Summary EDI business case 
source: Business case EDI projects Purchasing by A. Kooien (2ojnj2oo6) 

The costs of an EDI project is represented by the hourrate times the used hours of the 
projectmembers. Further costs like hosting costs of servers etc are neglegible, which means the 
investment of an EDI implementation is a one-time cost. By economies of scale, the cost of an 
EDI implementation can be reduced toa 3/Sth of the first implementations (see graph 'Costs EDI 
implementations'). Note that the benefits of invoices on delivery schedules are the greatest. 
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When we put together the costs and benefits, we get the following net result graph. This graph is 
based on the total benefits of the previous graph. 

Net result 
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As a result, the following recommedations were the condusion of this business case: 
• Implement a process where invoices on delivery schedules can be matched with the different 

delivery schedule calls. This part of electronic invoicing leverages most benefits. 
• Implement an electronic archiving process for invoices. This part generates considerable 

benefits. 

We can argue that the current processes at Océ are not very suitable for EDI. Especially the 
invoice handling should be considered for process reengineering. In the table below, we will 
present some of the numbers of single orders and invoices to illustrate the transaction volume in 
the year 2006. 

Number of single orders (descending) per year Averages 
1776 M&L Machines suppliers: 140 

1204 All supp liers: 7 5 

1046 

1019 

938 

... 
0 
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Appendix G: Electronk Invoice regulations 
source: Commission on Commercial Law and Practice (2005) Electronic invoicing in and with the 
European Union. International Chamber of Commerce.- http://www.iccwbo.org/ 
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Appendix H: Benchmark Questions 
With these questions I try to get an idea of how ASML and OPS use (automated) electronic 
communication with suppliers to imprave processes. The questions act as a guide, so depending 
on the answers of the interviewees, one or the other is elaborated u pon in further detail. 

ASML 

General 1 implementation 
Can you explain the reasons for introducing the L and Q portal? 
How are those two portal elements related? 
What were expectations beforehand on the benefits of the new system? 
How was the functionality of the portal decided u pon? 
Can you indicate the main issues during implementation? 
Is it a generic solution provided by an external application service provider or a (self) tailor-made solution? 
Do you have other systems for electronic communicating with suppliers in place, like EDI? And is this related in any 
way to the portal? 

Suppliers 
Has anything changed for the suppliers? 1 What are the main benefits of the portal for the supplier? 
How were suppliers involved in the implementation phase of the system? 
Are there any other parties involved in the system? 
Can you say anything about which type of suppliers (and products) are connected to the system? Maybe some things 
can be said about the characteristics mentioned in the table below: 

Category 
... 

Charaderistic • ,J~ "~lil! - .. t"'ij:'i. :~' '1,4'1 ii ',p;" .. n 

Product Customization 

lmportance 

Number of transactions 

Market legal regulations 

Ba la nee of power 

Supply risk 

Market transparency 

Price elasticity 

Supplier Financial attractiveness 

Performance attractiveness 

Technological attractiveness 

Organizational attractiveness 

Strategie attractiveness 

Relationship lmportance 

Comm itment 

Trust 

Cooperation 

Distance 

Process New task (vs rebuy) 

Structural sourc ing (vs spot) 

Complexity 

What percentage of suppliers use the supplier portal and to what extent? Are there differences in usage by the different 
suppliers? 

Processes 
The central question is "how is the communication process with suppliers automated?" 
Which (communication) processes are affected by the use of the portal? 
Can you explain the before-and-after situation of: 

Supplier selection 
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e.g. are there more suppliers for the samepart in the system? 
communication of specificabons of partsfproducts 
request for quote 1 negobabons 

Contracting 
including contract changes 

Ordering 
order policy (single orders, call-offs, other?) 
confirmabons on date, quanbty and price 
changes in orders 

Goods receiving 
shipment note 
handling of delivery notes 

Invoice handling 
matching invoices with orders and deliveries 
dealing with discrepancies 
automated payment? 

Is there any other informabon, documents or data communicated towards the suppliers electronically? 

Technica} 
Can you explain a bout the architecture of the portal and how it is linked with the back-end systems of the company (and 
suppliers ' systems)? 
Exactly which informabon is communicated per process (in what way and format)? 
How is the security of the information exchange guaranteed? 

Results 
Do you have explicit information about the results of the use of the system? 

costs and benefits performance measures 

system implementation and integration cost 

process coordination and integration cost total costof ownership 
~----------------------=-----------~ 

data translation and integration cost 

~ partnership instability cost 
1/) 

o switching cost 
partnership opportunity cost 

cycle timereduction 

service level gains responsiveness to marke 

market intelligence gains 

~ process cost reduction 

't inventory cost reduction supply chain cost reduction 
c: 
~ product cost reduction 

Can you indicate if there are any other casts or benefits, maybe even unexpected ones? 

results 

net benefits of 
collaborative SCM 

Are there ideas for the use of other foi-ms of automated communication in the short and long term? 
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OPS 

General (group session and interview with project team member) 
Can you explain the reasons why the supplier portal was implemented. What were expectations beforehand about the 
benefits of the system? 
How was the functionality of the system decided? Is it a commercial, generic product (if so, which vendor is chosen) or 
a (self) tailor-made solution? 
Which type of suppliers (and products) are connected to the system? Maybe some things can be said about the 
characteristics mentioned in the table below: 

Category 
.. 

~ Charaderistic "J ;.,. :.;:- llli·.~ .. 
~ -·- ·~ 

Product Custom ization 

lmportance 

Number of transactions 

Market Legal regulations 

Ba la nee of power 

Supply risk 

Market transparency 

Price elasticity 

Supplier Financial attractiveness 

Performance attractiveness 

Technological attractiveness 

Organizational attractiveness 

Strategie attract iveness 

Relationship lmportance 

Com mitment 

Trust 

Cooperation 

Distance 

Process New task (vs rebuy) 

Structural sourcing (vs spot) 

Complexity 

What are the main benefits for the supplier to use the system? 
What percentage of suppliers use the supplier portal and to what extent? Are there differences in usage by the different 
suppliers? 

Other 
Are there any other systems in place for communicating with suppliers, such as EDI? 
Are there ideas for the use of other forms of automated communication in the short and long term? 

Projectfimplementation 
Can you explain how the implementation of the business portal took place? How were suppliers involved in this 
process? 
Are there any other parties involved in the system? 
Were there any issuesfdifficulties during implementation? 
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Results 
Can you say something about the costs (and benefits) in the table below: 

costs and benefits performance measures results 
system implementation and integration cost 

.l!l 
process coordination and integration cost total cost of ownership 

til data translation and integration cost 0 
u 

partnership instability cost 
switching cost 

partnership opportunity cost 
net benefits of 

cycle time reduction 
collaborative SCM 

.l!l 
service level gains responsiveness to market 

tz: market intelligence gains 
V c process cost reduction Cl) 

,J:l 
inventory cost reduction supply chain cost reduction 
product cost reduction 

Can you indicate if there are other important results from the business portal? 
Are there ideas for the use of other forms of automated communication in the short and long term? 

Processes (project member and user of the system) 
Which (transaction) processes are affected by the system? Can you explain the before-and-after situation of the 
following processes (and others): 

Supplier selection 
e.g. are there more suppliers for the samepart in the system? 
communication of specifications of partsjproducts 
request for quote f negotiations 

Cantmeting 
including contract changes 

Ordering 
workflow management, approvals etc. 
order policy (single orders, call-offs, other?) 
changes in orders 
confirmations on date, quantity and price 

Goods receiving 
shipment note 
handling of delivery notes 

Invoice handZing 
matching invoices with orders and deliveries 
dealing with discrepancies 
automated payment? 

Is there any other information or data communicated towards the suppliers electronically? 

IT Adrninistration (IT expert involved in implementation and improvement) 
Can you explain about the general architecture of the system (including integration with backend systems of OPS and 
suppliers). 
Exactly which information is communicated per process (transaction)? In what way and format is this communicated? 
How is the security of the information exchange guaranteed? 
Are there ideas for the use of other forms of automated communication in the short and long term? 
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Appendix 1: Application of the Internet in the Value Chain 
Source: Porter, M. (2oor) Strategy and the Internet. Harvard Business Review. Vol. 79(3) pp 63-78. 
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• Direct and I nd lrect procurementv la marketplaces. ~hanges, auctJons. and ~er-seller matching 

lnoouoo Logistics Opl!r ations outoouna Logistks Mark~ng aoo 5ales After·Sliii!S Service 
• Rea~tlme lntegrated • lntegrated lnformatlon • Real·tlme transactiOn of • on-11 ne saleschannels • On-line SU ppcrt of 

schedullng. shipplng. <!!« hange. schedullng, orcli!rswhether lnltlated lncludlngWebsltes and c u stomer serv lee repre-
wa ll!house management. and deelsion maklng In boy a n end consu mer. a marketplaces sentatlves through e-ma 11 
demand managemem In-house plants, contract sales persen, or a channel • Reai-ti me lnslde and response management. 
and plannl ng, and assemblers, and compo- partner outsiele access to custorner billing lntegratlon.co 
advanced planning and nents su~lers • Automated customer- 1 nformat Ion. product cata- browse. chat. "call me 
schedullng across the • Rea~t lme illlailable-to- spec lfic agreements logs, dynam Ie priel ng, now~ volte-<Wer-1 P, and 
company and lts sur:pliers çromlse and ca pable- and contract terms lrM!ntol)' llllailabillty. et her uses of video 

• l>lssernl nation throug hout tDpromlse lnformatlon • Customer and channel ac- on-line subm lssiOn of streamlng 
the a>mpa ny of rea~t lme ava ila 1.-le to the sa les cess to product develop quotes. and order ent!)' • customer sel~servlce 
lnbound and ln-progll!ss furce and channels ment a nd dellvery status • on-11 ne product vlaWeb sites and lntell~ 
lnventory data • Collaborat llle Inlegration a>nfigurators gent servlee request 

w ith custorner forecastJng • customer-tallored mar ket- processing lncludlng 

S)lstems I ng vla customer profillng updates to billlng and 

• lntegrated channel • Push advertlslng 
sh lpplng prtiiles 

management lncludlng • r.!llored on-line acoess 
• Rea~tlme field servlee 

access to customer lnformatiOn <!!«hange, • Reai-time customer feed. aca>unt reviM. schematic warranty cl al ms. and con- back through web surveys. l'l!lilew. parts illlailabllrty tract management (ver-
slonlng. proeess c.ontrol) 

opt·l 1\t>pt-oot ma rketlng, and orderl ng, work-order 
and promotion response update,and servleeparts 
traclllng management 

• web-dlstrlbuted supply chaln management 
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